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Abstract
Understanding the capacity of animals to behaviourally and physiologically cope
with environmental change is becoming crucial for developing process-based
approaches to wildlife management. Energy is one of the most basic resources of
animals, and the need to acquire energy to fuel daily activities, growth, and
reproduction drives many aspects of ecology. Decades of comparative physiology
work have shown the metabolic rates of animals systematically vary based on a
suite of organismal traits and environmental factors. However, it is poorly
understood how such metabolic variation influences animal’s behaviours in the
wild, and as such, their capacity to adapt to environmental change. Recently,
novel technologies have allowed physiological research to be conducted in the
field, facilitating investigations of how animal physiology drives the behaviours of
animals in natural settings. In this thesis, I present a number of studies that
investigate how the three primary factors governing the physiology of ectotherms,
namely body size, temperature, and habitat shape an animals’ capacity to cope
with anthropogenic threats and environmental change. Using a combination of
respirometry experiments, on-animal motion-sensing, biotelemetry tracking tools,
and sophisticated behavioural modelling, I examined how changes in metabolism
drive the behavioural and spatial ecology of sharks. First, I demonstrate how local
environmental pressures place constraints on a species ability to expand home
ranges to escape local resource limitations. Second, investigations of the drivers
of behavioural and activity patterns of sharks revealed that within these spatial
constraints, sharks’ ability to adjust their foraging and resting patterns are
relatively

limited.

While

metabolic

changes

associated

with

increased

environmental temperatures pressure sharks to forage more often, functional
traits limit their ability to forage outside short temporal windows. Taken together,
these results indicate that physiological requirements place substantial constraints
on the behavioural flexibility of sharks, which will likely have serious impacts on
their life history, fitness, and survival in the face of continued environmental
change. Lastly, I discuss the implications of physiological and behavioural
constraints for the management of threatened shark populations.
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Chapter 1 General Introduction
The “Anthropocene” has become associated with rapid environmental change,
from climate change and habitat degradation to overharvesting that is threatening
the survival of species at unprecedented rates (Ellis et al. 2010; Ceballos et al.
2015). For many animals, a change in behaviour is often the first line of defence
against variation in environmental conditions. By adjusting their behaviours to suit
local environmental conditions, animals can potentially continue to meet their
resource requirements (e.g., energetic, habitat, reproductive), and may improve
their prospect for survival and fitness (Wong & Candolin 2015). A prime example
is annual cycles in hibernation, where animals become dormant over winter,
decreasing activity when food resources are scarce, and increase foraging activity
during warmer months, when food is more plentiful (Vuarin & Henry 2014; Pigeon
et al. 2016). As such, the ability of species to successfully cope with environmental
change is dependent on their behavioural plasticity. Yet, the behavioural plasticity
of species is often constrained by numerous ecological and intrinsic factors.
One of the primary factors constraining the behavioural plasticity of animals
is their energy requirements. Energy is an essential resource fuelling all of the
physiological processes that support life (e.g., digestion, neurological function, cell
maintenance) and growth (somatic and reproductive). The daily behaviour of
animals is inextricably driven by the requirement to provide energy for these
processes (Brown et al. 2004; Marquet et al. 2004). Animals acquire energy
through foraging; however, energy is finite and like all behaviours, foraging
consumes energy. Therefore, the efficiency with which animals can balance the
energetic costs and benefits of different behaviours, in addition to any associated
risks (e.g., injury or predation; Werner & Anholt 1993; Wheatley et al. 2021),
determines how energy can be allocated to life supporting and fitness enhancing
processes, as well as any surplus energy available to fuel various behaviours
(Ydenberg et al. 1994; Nolet 2002). In addition, the rate that animals use energy
– i.e., metabolic rate – directly impacts how frequently individuals must forage to
maintain body condition and fitness, and as such, drives their overall behavioural
time budgets (Houston & McNamara 2014). For example, assuming the same
amount of food is consumed, an animal with a high metabolic rate will need to
forage more frequently than an animal with a relatively lower metabolic rate.
Therefore, understanding factors that influence animals’ metabolic rate and their
20

ability to meet metabolic demands enables a more comprehensive and
mechanistic understanding of species’ functional and behavioural ecology, as well
as their behavioural plasticity and strategies across environmental contexts.
1.1 Factors effecting energy balance
The energy efficiency of animals – the rate at which energy is expended in
relation to its acquisition – is not static and changes over various temporal scales
as a result of numerous biotic and abiotic factors. Amongst these many factors,
comparative physiology work over the last few decades has shown that arguably
the three most important are body size, temperature, and energy resource (i.e.,
food) supply within the environment (Kleiber 1932; Gillooly et al. 2001; Clarke &
Fraser 2004; Owen-Smith 2008). Body size directly impacts overall metabolic
requirements because larger bodies consist of a larger number of cells, and
therefore innately require more energy. Temperature also directly drives
metabolic rate of ectotherms, with metabolic rate increasing with temperature.
Resource supply, on the other hand, indirectly impacts energy gain through its
influence on foraging efficiency. Although there are many other factors impacting
energy efficiency, such as specific dynamic action (Jobling 1981), activity (Karasov
1992; Gleiss et al. 2011b), physical fitness (Parizkova 2012) and species-specific
traits (Clarke 2004), these three factors are the most comprehensively studied
and will be the focus within this thesis.
1.1.1 Body size
Body size is perhaps the single best predictor of metabolic rate of animals,
demonstrating a strong positive effect on metabolic rate (Fig. 1.1). The metabolic
rate (R) of animals scales positively with body mass according to a power
relationship across all taxa; R=aMb, where a is a species-specific coefficient, M is
body mass, and b is the allometric scaling exponent (i.e., scaling rate) that
describes the rate that metabolic rate increases in proportion to body mass
(Rubner 1883; Kleiber 1932). Initially, the metabolic rate of animals was thought
to scale at a universal rate around either 0.75 (West et al. 1997) or 0.67
(Kozłowski et al. 2003; West & Brown 2005), due to factors related to fractal
oxygen-transport networks or body surface area to volume ratios, respectively,
which control the supply of metabolic substrates. Although there remains large
contention about the universality of scaling rate values, more recent evidence
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suggests that metabolic scaling rates vary widely between and within species at
rates typically from 0.67 to 1.00 (West et al. 1997; White & Seymour 2003;
Glazier 2010).

Figure 1.1 Simulated
representation of the relationship
between body size and metabolic
rate.

Over the past two decades, numerous biological and physical properties
have been shown to cause variation in metabolic scaling rates between species.
For example, highly active and highly inactive species have been shown to have
higher metabolic scaling rates than species with moderate levels of activity (Carey
et al. 2013). This may be due to differences in how metabolic energy is supplied
and produced during periods of inactivity versus activity, which cause different
mechanisms to constrain energy supplies for different activity levels (Glazier
2009; Carey et al. 2013). Other factors that may contribute to variation in scaling
rates include differences in diet, temperature, metabolic level, lifestyle, growth
rate, and phylogeny (Rezende et al. 2004; Jeyasingh 2007; Seibel 2007;
Czarnołęski et al. 2008; Rosa et al. 2009; Atanasov 2010; Killen et al. 2010;
Hughes et al. 2011; Ohlberger et al. 2012). While such mechanisms are beginning
to explain the wide variation in metabolic scaling rates observed between species,
large variation remains unexplained within species. Therefore, it is pertinent that
the species specific allometric scaling relationship of metabolic rate should be
established when possible, to minimize error when predicting metabolic demand
of different sized animals.
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1.1.2 Temperature
Temperature has a prominent influence on the rate of biochemical
reactions, including metabolic rate, largely through its influence on enzymatic
activity. In ectotherms, it is well established that metabolic rate increases
exponentially with temperature, according to a Arrhenius relationship (Fig. 1.2;
Gillooly et al. 2001; Dell et al. 2011). Metabolic rate typically increases two to
three-fold for every 10 °C increase in temperature (Gillooly et al. 2001), however,
the rate of change of this relationship (Q10) has been observed to vary among
species (Clarke 2004; Dell et al. 2011) and potentially among traits (Amarasekare
& Savage 2012). Generally, species from less thermally stable habitats tend to
show greater temperature sensitivity (DeLong et al. 2018). For example, the
metabolic activity of fauna from higher latitudes generally has a more pronounced
increase in metabolic activity over similar temperature ranges than species from
lower latitudes (Nielsen et al. 1999). Similarly, terrestrial fauna tend to show
greater metabolic thermal sensitivity than species from more thermally stable
aquatic environments (DeLong et al. 2018). While the mechanisms driving this
trend are under contention, it may be associated with adaptations that allow
species from less stable habitats to take advantage of the relatively more extreme
differences in productivity between seasons (Nielsen et al. 1999). Overall,
temperature has a stark effect on the metabolic rate of ectotherms, and diel and
seasonal patterns in environmental temperatures can lead to substantial variation
in metabolic processes that govern species ecology over numerous temporal
scales. Furthermore, as average environmental temperatures continue to increase
under future climate regimes, it will be important to consider more chronic effects
of increased metabolism on the behavioural time-budgets of species and dynamics
of their ecological interactions.

Figure 1.2 Simulated
representation of influence of
temperature on metabolic rate.
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1.1.3 Resource supply
To meet energy demands, animals must acquire food through foraging. One of the
primary factors believed to govern species ability to successfully and efficiently
forage is supply of energy resources within the environment. As explained in
Optimal Foraging Theory, the influence that resource supply has on energy
efficiency is relatively straight forward; resource encounter and acquisition rates
increase as a functional response to increased resource density (Fig. 1.3; Charnov
1976; Mysterud & Ims 1998). As a result, animals in more resource dense habitats
are required to spend less time foraging and travel shorter distances, and thus
expend less energy to meet their energy demands. Indeed, field observations
regularly demonstrate that foraging effort, as well as body condition (indicative of
energy efficiency), are greater in colonies of seabirds when prey densities are
higher (e.g., Hamer et al. 1993; Monaghan et al. 1994; Petersen et al. 2006).
Similarly, increased body condition in various taxa of wild animals is often
associated with seasonally increased resource abundance (Dunham 1978; Nicieza
& Metcalfe 1997; Lepage et al. 1998; Kitaysky et al. 1999; Casini et al. 2016).
Interestingly, captive experiments in which food supply is directly mediated have
shown contrasting effects, with some species decreasing foraging effort
(Choquenot 1991; Casini et al. 2006; Sandeman et al. 2008) and others increasing
foraging effort (Orlova et al. 2010; Kjesbu et al. 2014) as resource availability
increased. Regardless of whether the influence is positive or negative, resource
abundance has a strong influence on species efficiency in meeting daily energy
demands.

Figure 1.3 Simulated
representation of the influence
of energy resource (e.g.,
prey) density on encounter
rates.
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1.2 Metabolism in the field
The traditional comparative physiology paradigm, in which metabolic variation is
examined

under

idealised

conditions

has

led

to

a

relatively

thorough

understanding of the causes of metabolic variation in animals. However, the
challenge ahead lies in determining how such variation in metabolic rate translates
into the capacity of species to adjust to environmental variation in the wild and
the broader impacts on ecological processes and function of ecosystems
(Tomlinson et al. 2014). This is particularly important for high-order predators,
like sharks, whose high energy demands and behaviours drive food web dynamics
and mediate population sizes and behaviours of lower trophic level species (Lima
& Dill 1990; Myers et al. 2007; Heithaus et al. 2012a). However, quantifying the
energy requirements of free-ranging animals at scales that are relevant to the
interaction of physiological traits and environmental variables is inherently
difficult, particularly for wide-ranging species that live in cryptic habitats, such as
aquatic fauna.
While a few techniques have been developed to estimate the energy
requirements of animals in the wild, the application of biologging devices has
emerged as a promising tool for measuring behavioural and physiological
parameters of free-ranging animals (Ropert-Coudert et al. 2012; Whitney et al.
2018). These devices continuously record a diversity of parameters at high
frequencies (i.e., sub-second) that enable researchers to examine variation in
physiological traits over a range of temporal scales. Importantly, several studies
have used accelerometer-derived body acceleration as a proxy for estimating
metabolic rate in animals from virtually all taxa (Wilson et al. 2020), and once
calibrated through respirometry experiments, accelerometers can be deployed on
free-ranging animals to estimate energy expenditure in the wild (e.g., Lear et al.
2020). In addition, body acceleration data provides the utility of identifying finescale behaviours of animals, allowing for quantification of daily behavioural time
budgets (Shepard et al. 2008; Wilson et al. 2008). When combined with biological
and environmental data concurrently derived from additional sensors and tags,
accelerometer data enables researchers to conduct investigations on the
physiological and environmental mechanisms that govern behaviours of animals
in the wild (e.g., Shepard et al. 2011; Whitlock et al. 2015; Gleiss et al. 2017).
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1.3 Thesis aims
The overall aim of my thesis is to understand how metabolic demand constrains
the behaviour of free-ranging ectotherms, with a focus on sharks, and how these
constraints influence their ability to adjust to different environmental conditions.
To do this, my thesis research was split into three primary objectives, addressing
each of the main factors that influence the metabolism of animals (Section 1.1).
Specifically, these objectives were:
1) Determine how allometric changes in metabolic rate influence the spatial
habitat requirements of sharks over ontogeny.
2) Investigate how species adjust the timing and frequency of foraging to cope
with temperature induced increases in metabolic rate.
3) Explore the role of energetic resource supply on animals’ ability to acquire
energy from the habitat.
In line with these aims, my thesis is organized into five data chapters (Chapters
2-6). Three of these (Chapters 2-4) address the first aim, whereas the remaining
two chapters separately address objectives two and three. Finally, the findings of
these data chapters are drawn together in a final discussion chapter.
1.4 Thesis outline
To estimate the energy demand of free-ranging animals, proxies of metabolic rate
that can be measured in the field must first be calibrated through respirometry
experiments. However, due to logistical difficulties of conducting respirometry
experiments, the accuracy of current calibrated equations is unknown when
applied across individuals of different body size. In Chapter 2, I develop and test
a novel field respirometry apparatus to accommodate large-bodied fishes, allowing
the metabolism of sharks to be examined over a range of body sizes. In chapter
3, this field respirometer is used, along with data from captive respirometry
experiments, to determine the best practice method for establishing predictive
energy expenditure equations when animals vary in body size.
In Chapter 4, I use the predictive equation established in Chapter 3 to estimate
field energy requirements of free-ranging lemon sharks (Negaprion brevirostris)
from tag derived acceleration data. In combination with simultaneously recorded
spatial movements, I used these estimations to compare the allometric scaling
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rates of field energy demand and home range size to determine how energy
requirements dictate spatial habitat use.
In Chapter 5, I use acoustic biotelemetry data to investigate how juvenile bull
sharks (Carcharhinus leucas) adjust their foraging patterns in response to
seasonally increased temperatures, and whether these adjustments are sufficient
to meet temperature associated increases in metabolic demands.
In Chapter 6, I use multisensory dataloggers to explore if the foraging patterns of
sicklefin lemon sharks (Negaprion acutidens) align with patterns of resource
availability, to determine how resource supply drives animals’ acquisition of
energy.
Chapter 7 synthesizes the findings of chapters 4, 5, and 6. I discuss how the
powerful constraints that metabolism places on behaviour limits species’ ability to
adjust to changes in environmental conditions. I discuss how my results and
additional

ecological

energetics

research

can

aid

the

implementation

of

conservation and management strategies. Finally, I describe the limitations of our
current understanding of the ecological energetics of free-ranging animals given
available technologies and highlight future directions for the field.
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Chapter 2 Respirometer in a box:
development and use of a
portable field respirometer
for
estimating
oxygen
consumption
of
largebodied fishes1
2.0 | Abstract
This study developed a portable, low-cost field respirometer for measuring oxygen
consumption rates of large-bodied fishes. The respirometer performed well in
laboratory tests and was used to measure the oxygen consumption rates (ṀO2)
of bull sharks Carcharhinus leucas (mean: 249.21 ± 58.10 mg O2 kg−1 hr−1 at
27.05 °C). Interspecific comparisons and assessments of oxygen degradation
curves indicated that the respirometer provided reliable measurements of ṀO2.
This system presents a field-based alternative to laboratory respirometers,
opening opportunities for studies on species in remote localities, increasing the
ability to validate physiological field studies.

This chapter was published as a co-authored manuscript: Byrnes, E.E., Lear, K.O., Morgan, D.L. & Gleiss, A.C.
(2020). Respirometer in a box: development and use of a portable field respirometer for estimating oxygen
consumption of large‐bodied fishes. Journal of Fish Biology, 96, 1045-1050. doi: 10.1111/jfb.14287
1
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2.1 | Main text
Respirometry has become the standard method for measuring the metabolic rate
of fishes (Clark et al. 2013). Traditionally, respirometry has required the fish to
be kept in captivity and tested under controlled conditions; however, extrapolating
laboratory-estimated metabolic rates of free-ranging animals can introduce error
because of laboratory constraints (Lowe & Goldman 2001). Many species do not
readily adapt to captivity, and stress caused by transport and confinement in
captivity can inflate metabolic estimates (Barton & Iwama 1991; Wendelaar Bonga
1997) or even cause adverse health conditions and death (Pickering & Pottinger
1989; Iwama 2011). In addition, measurements of oxygen consumption rates
have largely been limited to smaller individuals (<1 m) because of the logistical
difficulties and financial costs associated with constructing and maintaining both
captive facilities and respirometers that are adequate for large species (Bernal et
al. 2012). Furthermore, difficulties obtaining ethical approvals and permits to
remove highly imperilled and endangered species from their habitats further limit
the ability to hold some species in captivity. For these reasons, there has been an
increased need for measuring the metabolic rates of larger fishes using field-based
methods. Although a large, sea-going flume was recently developed for such a
purpose (Payne et al. 2015), its cumbersome size and complex assembly will likely
limit its applicability in most remote field sites. Therefore, the aim of this study
was to develop a highly portable, rapid setup, and inexpensive field-based
respirometer for measuring the metabolic rates, through oxygen consumption, of
large-bodied fishes in remote locations.
The respirometer design was based on that of annular static respirometers
that have commonly been used for laboratory-based estimates of elasmobranch
metabolic rates (Bernal et al. 2012 and references within; Lear et al. 2017). An
annular design was selected because sharks swim less erratically in annular static
respirometers than flumes, resulting in estimates more comparable to wild
individuals (Lear et al. 2019a). An easy-set children's pool (Bestway Corp, London,
UK) was used for the frame of the respirometer, consisting of a circular polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) and 3-ply polyester liner (2.38 m inner diameter, 0.61 m height,
1.50 mm thickness) supported by a steel-tubing frame (32 mm diameter, 1 mm
thickness) (Fig. 2.1a, b). A single, circular sheet of polyethylene greenhouse film
(0.18 mm thickness, Shanghai HiTec Plastics Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) was used
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as a lid and secured to the pool liner using hook and loop tape (Hookz 25 mm,
Master Distributors Pty Ltd., Mulgrave, Victoria, Australia) glued to both the liner
and lid using cyanoacrylate (Loctite All Plastic Superglue, Henkel AG & Company,
Dusseldorf, Germany). To flush the system, two 32 mm corrugated plastic hoses
were connected to two 32 mm diameter water outlets that were in place when the
pool was purchased, located at heights of 0.25 and 0.45 m and separated laterally
by 1.00 m (Fig. 2.1a, b). These outlets were used to regulate water levels during
open (i.e., flush) periods and sealed using plastic plugs, provided with the pool,
during closed periods. An external, submersible water pump (Aquagarden Mako
4000, Clearpond, Bibra Lake, Western Australia, Australia), hereafter called the
flush pump, was used to fill and pump water into the pool during open periods
through a 5 m section of 19 mm vinyl tubing.
Water circulation within the respirometer was controlled using an electric
water pump (Eheim compact+ 3000 series, Eheim GmbH & Co. KG, Deizisau,
Germany) placed in the centre of the pool. Water was drawn into the pump from
a T-shaped section of vinyl tubing, ensuring an even intake from opposing sides
of the respirometer. Water was then expelled from the pump through a vertically
facing, 65 mm PVC pipe, which housed a multiparameter probe (HI98196, Hanna
Instruments, Woonsocket, Rhode Island, USA) that measured dissolved oxygen
(units: % air saturation and mg O2 l−1 , sensor accuracy: 1.50% of reading) and
temperature (units: °C, sensor accuracy 0.15 °C) every 60 s. This configuration
circulated water from the outer part of the respirometer vertically past the probe
and throughout the static system without creating a current. All pumps were
powered using a 2000 W, four-stroke generator (Honda EU201, Honda, Tokyo,
Japan). The overall cost and weight of the respirometer, excluding the generator,
was US$3500 and 29 kg, respectively, and all materials could be packed in a box
(65 × 41 × 28 cm) for easy transport by one or two researchers.
Before using the respirometer in the field, two laboratory tests were
conducted to test whether there was oxygen diffusion between the sealed system
and surrounding environment. The respirometer was set up with the circulation
pump running, filled with fresh tap water and bubbled with pure nitrogen until air
saturation levels decreased to 50%. The respirometer was then sealed using the
polyethylene lid, and dissolved oxygen concentration and temperature were
recorded every minute for 2–3 hrs. Linear regression revealed that dissolved
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oxygen increased by 0.02 mg l−1 hr−1 (df=127, p<0.01) and 0.01 mg l−1 hr−1
(df=178, p<0.01) in the first and second trials, respectively.

Figure 2.1 (a) Top and (b) side view of the respirometer, including generator and
multiparameter meter. Arrows indicate the direction of water flow through the
circulation pump. (c) A bull shark (Carcharhinus leucas) in the respirometer during
acclimation. (d) Assembly of the respirometer on the bank of the Fitzroy River,
Western Australia, Australia. (e) Dissolved oxygen levels (mg l−1) throughout trials
for shark 2. Background shading indicates open periods (grey shading) and closed
periods (white shading). Note, each closed period started with a 5-minute wait
(i.e., stabilization) period. The red dotted line indicates the temperature
throughout the trial.
Field respirometry trials were conducted using five juvenile bull sharks
(Carcharhinus leucas) on the bank of the Fitzroy River (Kimberley region of
Western Australia) (Fig. 2.1c, d), near Myroodah Crossing, approximately 100 km
upstream from the river mouth and the nearest town, Derby, and accessible only
by four-wheel drive. The respirometer was assembled on a levelled section of the
riverbank and surrounded with shade cloth to limit solar heating and observer
disturbance and filled with fresh river water (<1000 μS cm−1) using the flush
pump.
The care and use of experimental animals complied with Murdoch University
Animal Ethics animal welfare laws, guidelines and policies as approved by permit
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number RW2757/15. No surgical procedures were performed, and experimental
procedures did not severely distress, cause lasting harm, or subject animals to
any chemical agents. No animals died as a part of this study. Sharks were captured
as part of faunal surveys using 150 mm stretched monofilament gillnets.
Once removed from nets, sharks were transported to and held in semicaptive river pens, in which they were subjected to natural light and temperature
regimes and were not fed for 48 hrs before commencing a trial. Sharks were taken
out of the pen using a hand-net; their gender was recorded; their total length
(mm) was measured; and they were weighed to the nearest 50 g and moved into
the respirometer and left to acclimate for 8 hrs before the start of a trial (Fig.
2.1c), during which the respirometer chamber was continually flushed with fresh
river water. A single trial consisted of the entire time a shark was in the
respirometer post-acclimation and included multiple closed and open (i.e., flush)
periods. During closed periods, the flush pump was turned off, water outlets were
closed, and the lid was vented of bubbles and sealed into place. Dissolved oxygen
(mg l−1) and temperature (°C) were recorded every minute by the dissolved
oxygen meter, and sharks were left undisturbed until air saturation levels reached
80% (Clark et al., 2013), at which point an open period began by partially
unsealing the lid, opening water outlets and flushing the respirometer with fresh
river water to restore dissolved oxygen levels. All pump function and sealing of
the system were controlled manually. During trials at higher temperatures (shark
4 and shark 5), pure oxygen was also diffused into the respirometer during open
periods, as ambient oxygen levels were low in the river during this time of year.
When the air saturation reached 100%, the lid was re-sealed, and a new closed
period began. At least three closed periods were conducted for each shark. Once
a trial was complete, the lid was removed; the shark was removed from the
respirometer using a hand-net, weighed to the nearest 50 g, and released. To
reduce solar heating and variation in water temperature throughout the trials, all
trials were conducted between 18:00 and 09:00 hours.
Immediately after the removal of a shark, background (microbial)
respiration was assessed by measuring a sealed, blank respirometer for 1 hr. To
account for diurnal differences in microbial respiration, each background
respiration trial was split into a 30-min light and 30-min dark, closed period.
During the dark, closed period, a tarpaulin was placed over the respirometer to
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block out all external light, whereas no tarpaulin was in place during the light,
closed period. After the completion of a trial, data were downloaded from the
meter to a personal computer for analysis.
To calculate the routine metabolic rate (RMR) of individual C. leucas,
defined by Chabot et al. (2016b) as the average rate of oxygen consumption of
an animal undergoing any level of voluntary activity, closed periods were split into
consecutive 20 min measurement intervals (Lear et al. 2017). Only RMR was
calculated, as C. leucas are obligate ram ventilators, and thus, the activity
continuously contributed to oxygen consumption. RMR was calculated for each 20
min measurement interval as mass-specific oxygen consumption rates (mg O2
kg−1 hr−1) using the following equation:
𝑀𝑂2 =

(𝑆 − 𝑏 + 𝑑)60(𝑉𝑅 )
𝑀

(1)

where S is the rate of decrease in dissolved oxygen (mg O2 kg−1 min−1), b is the
rate of decrease in background respiration (mg O2 kg−1 min−1), d is the average
diffusion rate of oxygen into the system (0.0002 mg l−1 min−1), VR is the
respirometer volume (2064 l) and M is the mass of the shark (kg). VR was
corrected for individual shark volume using:
𝑉𝑅 = 𝑉𝑇 −

𝑀
𝑃

(2)

where VT is the total volume of the empty respirometer, M is the mass of the shark
and P is the density of the shark (kg m−3). All sharks were assumed to have a
density of 1064.70 kg m−3, the average density of similar-sized bull sharks in the
Fitzroy River (Gleiss et al. 2015). Rates of decrease in dissolved oxygen were
calculated using linear regression in R (version 3.5.1, R Core Team 2015) for all
measurement intervals, and only intervals with r2≥0.95 were used for ṀO2
calculations.
In total, the experiments were performed for 59.85 hrs, comprising 17
closed periods and 147 measurement intervals. A total of 143 of 147 said
measurement intervals had oxygen degradation curves with r2≥0.95, which were
included in the analysis. Individual C. leucas ṀO2 ranged from 131.88 to 473.83
mg O2 kg−1 hr–1 , with a mean of 249.21 ± 58.10 mg O2 kg−1 hr−1 (n=5; Table
2.1). Overall temperatures across all trials ranged from 20.53 °C to 32.39 °C
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Table 2.1 Summary of individual and overall oxygen consumption rates for five bull sharks (Carcharhinus leucas) used in field
respirometry trials. Overall reported values are means or ranges calculated from all sharks combined. Routine metabolic rates
(RMR) are reported as mass-specific oxygen consumption rates (ṀO2).
Mean
mass
(kg)

Temp
range (°C)

Mean
temp (°C)

Saturation
change per
interval (%)

ṀO2 range
(mg O2
kg-1 hr-1)

Mean ṀO2
(mg O2
kg-1 hr-1)

Mean
Coefficient of coefficient of
determination determination
(r2) range
(r2)

Shark
number

Date

Measurement
intervals

Total
length
(mm)

1

10-Jul-17

19

900

5.35

20.53-22.66

21.47±0.75

1.30-2.80

184.73-265.55

231.32±20.84

0.94-1.00b

0.98±0.02

2

18-Aug-17

28

966

5.90

24.43-26.35

25.22±0.67

1.50-2.70

131.88-230.27

164.63±24.24

0.97-1.00

0.99±0.01

3

20-Aug-17

27

894

4.48

25.16-28.01

26.67±0.96

2.10-3.10

198.85-331.41

240.48±29.12

0.98-1.00

0.99±0.00

4

18-Oct-17

23

961

5.58

29.69-32.39

30.71±0.82

2.80-6.00

261.35-473.83

344.45±47.06

0.96-1.00

0.99±0.01

5

19-Oct-17

20

1005a

6.90

30.43-32.04

31.18±0.54

3.20-5.20

239.57-304.91

265.15±19.17

0.91-0.99

0.98±0.02

147

945.2

5.64

20.53-32.39

27.05±3.42

1.30-6.00

131.88-473.83

249.21±58.10

0.91-1.00

0.99±0.01

All sharks

Shark 5 was released without measuring it, so the TL (mm) for shark 5 was estimated using a logarithmic weight–length
relationship established from previously captured sharks in the Fitzroy River (unpubl. data).
b
Only intervals with an r2≥0.95 were used for RMR calculations.
a
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(mean=27.05 °C), whereas within trials, temperatures varied from 1.64 °C to
3.54 °C (Table 2.1). Although a comparison with laboratory-derived C. leucas
oxygen consumption rates would be ideal for confirming this study's estimates, no
previous measurements of C. leucas oxygen consumption rates were available.
Nonetheless, this study's estimates of C. leucas ṀO2 lie within the range of those
for other continually swimming, ram-ventilating elasmobranch species at
comparable temperatures (see Table 1 of Bernal et al. 2012; Lear et al. 2017).
Despite initial concerns that the large volume of water in this system could
cause measurement error (Svendsen et al. 2016b), an examination of the
decrease in the dissolved oxygen concentration throughout all measurement
intervals during field trials confirmed that this was not an issue. A linear decrease
with a r2≥0.95 are considered the threshold for reliable measurements of oxygen
consumption, indicating that water is homogenously mixed within the system
(Clark et al. 2013; Svendsen et al. 2016a). In this study, only 4 of 147
measurement intervals failed this criterion, albeit only marginally. The decreases
in dissolved oxygen concentration throughout the measurement intervals for all
sharks were highly linear (Fig. 2.1e) and consistent with r2 values ranging from
0.91 to 1.0 (mean: 0.99 ± 0.012; Table 2.1) over relatively small decreases in
oxygen concentration (mean within interval Δ(DO): 0.23 mg l-1). Nonetheless, it
is important to highlight that ṀO2 of only a continuously swimming species was
measured here, which likely facilitated water mixing. The oxygen consumption
rates of fish can change rapidly across small time frames (i.e., within minutes)
because of acute changes in hypoxia (Muusze et al. 1998; Farrell & Richards
2009), temperature (Lea et al. 2016b; Lefevre et al. 2016), activity (Lear et al.
2017) or other factors (Chabot et al. 2016a; Metcalfe et al. 2016b). If dissolved
oxygen concentrations are not homogenous throughout the water in the
respirometer because of insufficient mixing, oxygen uptake by a respiring fish will
not be accurately detected or there will be a significant time lag, causing
substantial over- or underestimation when measuring oxygen consumption rates
of fishes (Svendsen et al. 2016a).
The system presented here provides several improvements compared to
other field respirometry devices designed for large species (Farrell et al. 2003;
Payne et al. 2015). Overall, the system weighs 29 kg, excluding the generator and
auxiliary oxygen, and consumed <2 hrs for two researchers to set up, presenting
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a more logistically practical option than previous field-based systems. In addition,
the ability to house animals within their native environment rather than
transporting and holding animals in captivity can be ethically advantageous.
Finally, the static respirometer design requires less equipment and power to
operate and substantially lowers financial costs compared to flume designs.
Nonetheless, because animal activity is volitional within static systems, flume
designs remain a better choice for studies investigating aerobic scope or maximum
metabolic rate (Clark et al. 2013; but see Lear et al. 2019a).
Despite these advantages, it is important to note a few limitations to this
system. With the current design, researchers must manually seal and unseal the
lid and valves to start and end closed periods, potentially inducing temporary
stress–associated increases in metabolic rates (Barton & Schreck 1987). Although
sharks in the current study did not appear to respond to the presence of
researchers during trials (i.e., no observed bursts or increases in activity),
plumbing hoses for flush pumps into the respirometer sidewall and adding external
valves to control water flux would eliminate the need to approach the respirometer
during trials. Furthermore, the manual operation of this system makes it difficult
to obtain large data sets, ideal for accurately assessing individual variation and
reducing the influence of outliers. Where possible, researchers should aim for
more measurements per individual, which would be easier with an automated
system.
Several caveats may also arise from conducting respirometry in field
settings, including low oxygen levels in naturally sourced water, higher rates and
variability of background respiration and limited ability to control temperatures
during trials. Although not necessary in all applications (e.g., normoxic
conditions), low oxygen levels can be mitigated by diffusing pure oxygen into the
respirometer during open periods to increase oxygen concentration. Alternatively,
if environmental dissolved oxygen levels allow, closed-period durations could be
reduced (e.g., air saturation from 90% down to 80%) with more frequent flush
periods, although this would require researchers to increase the overall number
of open–closed cycles per trial to attain the same confidence in metabolic rate
estimates. Background respiration could be limited by including a UV sterilizer in
line with flush pumps or increasing the frequency of flushes and cleaning the
respirometer between trials to limit excessive microbial build-up (Steffensen
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1989). Regardless, it is crucial to always conduct background respiration trials for
each individual shark to accurately account for microbial respiration (Rodgers et
al. 2016). Temperature variation, on the contrary, cannot be easily controlled, so
it must be constantly measured throughout trials to properly account for its effect
on respiration rates (Svendsen et al. 2016b). Because water is sourced directly
from the environment for this system, temperature may vary between trials or
even within a trial. Nonetheless, this difference also provides the opportunity to
examine the metabolic rate under natural temperature regimes and variations.
Intra-trial changes in water temperature could introduce error when accounting
for microbial respiration, as it is temperature dependent (Rodgers et al. 2016). In
this study, microbial respiration was only <10% of the sharks' estimated oxygen
consumption when measured after the trials, where microbial respiration is
expected to be at its greatest. The rate of microbial respiration, however, will
strongly depend on the water source and may not be universally negligible.
This new field-based respirometer presents an inexpensive, practical
solution to issues for obtaining direct measurements of metabolic rates of large
fishes and has the potential for expanding the understanding of fish energetics
and physiological ecology. The system can easily be scaled up with a wide range
of pool and pump sizes to accommodate larger individuals than that used in this
study; however, this may introduce mixing problems, requiring additional pumps.
Further, developing practical and reliable field tools to acquire metabolic data on
fishes will help improve the mechanistic understanding of interspecific variation in
energetic requirements and physiological performance of these species across a
range of environmental conditions. For example, the ability to conduct
respirometry experiments in the field will facilitate accurate calibration of
biotelemetry tools for quantifying the field metabolic rates of free-ranging animals
(Wilson et al. 2006; Gleiss et al. 2011a; Payne et al. 2011). In addition, the ability
to conduct respirometry experiments in the field will help obtain metabolic rate
estimates for imperilled or highly threatened species where transportation to
laboratory facilities is restricted (e.g., by logistical and financial limitations or
removal of permit restrictions for highly threatened and rare species), which will
be crucial to understanding how changing environmental conditions may impact
these animals.
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Chapter 3 Accounting for body mass
effects in the estimation of
field metabolic rates from
body acceleration1
3.0 | Abstract
Dynamic Body Acceleration (DBA), measured through animal-attached tags,
has emerged as a powerful method for estimating field metabolic rates of freeranging individuals. Following respirometry to calibrate oxygen consumption rate
(ṀO2) with DBA under controlled conditions, predictive models can be applied to
DBA data collected from free-ranging individuals. However, laboratory calibrations
are generally performed on a relatively narrow size range of animals, which may
introduce biases if predictive models are applied to differently sized individuals in
the field. Here, we tested the mass dependence of the DBA-ṀO2 relationship to
develop an experimental framework for the estimation of field metabolic rates
when organisms differ in size. We performed respirometry experiments with
individuals spanning one order of magnitude in body mass (1.74–17.15 kg) and
used a two-stage modelling process to assess the intraspecific scale dependence
of the ṀO2-DBA relationship and incorporate such dependencies into the
coefficients of ṀO2 predictive models. The final predictive model showed scale
dependence; the slope of the ṀO2-DBA relationship was strongly allometric (M1.55),
whereas the intercept term scaled closer to isometry (M1.08). Using bootstrapping
and simulations, we evaluated the performance of this coefficient-corrected model
against commonly used methods of accounting for mass effects on the ṀO2-DBA
relationship and found the lowest error and bias in the coefficient-corrected
approach. The strong scale dependence of the ṀO2-DBA relationship indicates that
caution must be exercised when models developed using one size class are applied
to individuals of different sizes.

This chapter was published as a co-authored manuscript: Byrnes, E.E., Lear, K.O., Brewster, L.R., Whitney,
N.M., Smukall, M.J., Armstrong, N.J. et al. (2021). Accounting for body mass effects in the estimation of field
metabolic rates from body acceleration. Journal of Experimental Biology, 224, 1-15. doi: 10.1242/jeb.233544
1
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3.1 | Introduction
Estimating the metabolic rates of animals in the laboratory is a wellestablished practice using either direct or indirect calorimetry, however,
estimating field metabolic rate (FMR) is more challenging. Commonly used
methods to estimate FMR include measuring CO2 production via doubly labelled
water (DLW; Speakman 1997), and measuring heart rate (fH) or dynamic body
acceleration (DBA) as a proxy for oxygen consumption rate (ṀO2). Of these, the
DBA technique has come to the fore because of its wide taxonomic applicability,
high temporal resolution (in contrast to DLW; Butler et al. 2004), and the logistical
simplicity of attaching acceleration data-loggers, as opposed to the invasive
surgery required for implantation of heart-rate loggers (Green et al. 2009). Of
course, the DBA technique does have its own limitations, such as difficulties
measuring the effects of digestion on energy use (reviewed in Wilson et al. 2020;
but see Gleiss, Wilson, Shepard 2011). Nonetheless, before using DBA to predict
FMR, laboratory calibrations are necessary to establish predictive models that
relate DBA to ṀO2 (Wilson et al. 2006; Gleiss et al. 2011b). Such calibrations have
been conducted for numerous vertebrate and invertebrate species and show that
a linear relationship between ṀO2 and DBA holds across all taxa, where the
intercept constitutes the baseline (i.e., basal or standard) metabolic rate (BMR)
and the slope indicates how ṀO2 changes with activity (Wilson et al. 2020). After
appropriate calibrations, predictive models can then be applied to field-measured
DBA data to predict the FMR of free-ranging animals.
To discern the utility of any given FMR estimation method, it is necessary
to test its sensitivity to factors that are expected to influence ṀO2 and to
incorporate appropriate corrections into estimations. For instance, temperature
and body size are considered the most important factors that influence
metabolism, among other factors (e.g., age, sexual maturity, specific dynamic
action), with both displaying positive exponential effects on ṀO2 in ectotherms
(Clarke & Johnston 1999; Gillooly et al. 2001). As temperature is easily
manipulated under laboratory conditions, the temperature dependence of the

ṀO2-DBA relationship has been tested by numerous studies. As such, it is known
that the intercept of the ṀO2-DBA relationship changes with temperature
according to a van’t Hoff or Arrhenius relationship, while the slope is unaffected
(e.g., Lyons et al. 2013; Lear et al. 2017). Accordingly, temperature variation can
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be accounted for by incorporating a temperature-dependent intercept term into
predictive ṀO2 models. Although the level of temperature dependence varies
between species, this type of correction has proven to be effective across
ectothermic taxa, including fish (Wright et al. 2014; Lear et al. 2017, 2020),
reptiles (Enstipp et al. 2011), crustaceans (Lyons et al. 2013), and molluscs
(Robson et al. 2016).
Unlike temperature, it is unknown how body size affects the ṀO2-DBA
relationship, owing to ethical and logistical difficulties associated with conducting
respirometry

experiments

on

large

individuals

(Whitney

et

al.

2018).

Consequently, calibration experiments have often been limited to individuals
spanning relatively narrow ranges in body sizes, which do not fully represent the
size range of individuals likely to be encountered when conducting tagging studies
in the field (e.g., Watanabe et al. 2019; Lear et al. 2020). However, it is likely
important that body mass effects are incorporated into estimations of ṀO2, given
the well-established allometric scaling patterns of BMR (Kleiber 1932; da Silva et
al. 2006). Defined by a power law:
BMR = aMb

(1),

the BMR of organisms increases positively with body mass (M) at a rate defined
by a species specific scaling coefficient (a) and exponent (b) (White et al. 2007).
Thus, given that the intercept of the ṀO2-DBA relationship is representative of
BMR, it is expected that the ṀO2-DBA intercept should scale allometrically with
body mass.
While there is a reasonably well-defined hypothesis for the allometry of
BMR, the kinematics that define animal movement and acceleration, and therefore
govern the slope of the ṀO2-DBA relationship, adhere to a different set of
allometric laws. For example, physiological forces that govern variations in BMR
could relate to factors such as fractal oxygen-transport networks or body surface
area to volume ratios, which control the supply of metabolic substrates, and scale
at allometric rates near 0.75 (West et al. 1997) and 0.67 (Kozłowski et al. 2003;
West & Brown 2005), respectively. In contrast, DBA is a product of body
kinematics, such as stride frequency and amplitude, which scale at allometric rates
of approximately -0.33 (Bale et al. 2014) and 0.33 (Videler 1993), respectively.
Furthermore, the fact that active metabolism (i.e., routine and maximum
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metabolic rate) has been found to scale at a different rate than BMR in all taxa
(Bishop 1999; Killen et al. 2007) suggests that the slope of the ṀO2-DBA
relationship, which is representative of energy expenditure due to activity, follows
a fundamentally different allometric relationship than BMR. Nonetheless, current
methods account for the effects of body mass by applying either isometric (O2 kg1

, e.g., Payne et al. 2011; Bouyoucos et al. 2017) or allometric (O2 kg-b; e.g.,

Enstipp et al. 2011; Lear et al. 2020) mass corrections to ṀO2 estimates, where
b is a species specific BMR scaling exponent. Alternatively, some studies have
accounted for effects of mass by simply including body size as a continuous
covariate (with no interactions) when modelling the influence of DBA on ṀO2 (e.g.,
Brownscombe et al. 2017). The former approach assumes an identical ṀO2-DBA
slope and intercept mass scaling, whereas the latter approach assumes no effect
of mass on the ṀO2-DBA slope. However, if the ṀO2-DBA slope was to scale
allometrically at a different rate than BMR, it is likely that these methods introduce
significant bias into ṀO2 estimates.
The present study set out to test the effect of mass on both the slope and
intercept of the intraspecific ṀO2-DBA relationship and to assess the accuracy of
different approaches for incorporating mass effects into ṀO2 predictive models for
a species. To do this, we conducted respirometry experiments on individuals
spanning one order of magnitude in body mass (1.74–17.15 kg), using lemon
sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) as a model species. We then used a two-stage
modelling process to test for independent mass-scaling of the intercept and slope
of the ṀO2-DBA relationship. We then incorporated the established mass-scaling
effects into the coefficients of ṀO2 predictive models and compared this model
against other commonly used modelling approaches through a series of
simulations that allowed assessment of the biases and error associated with each
model.
3.2 | Materials and methods
3.2.1 | Capture and maintenance
Respirometry experiments were conducted on two groups of lemon sharks. The
first group consisted of individuals <3 kg in mass (n=16, 69.50–86.00 cm total
length; TL), captured off Florida, USA and housed at Mote Marine Laboratory
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(MML) in Sarasota, FL, USA for the duration of experiments. Further capture and
maintenance details for MML individuals are provided in Lear et al. (2017). The
second group consisted of individuals >3 kg in mass (n=5, 107.00–154.00 cm
TL), captured and housed in semi-captive pens off South Bimini, Bahamas near
Bimini Biological Field Station (BBFS), where they were subjected to natural
environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, light, and salinity). All sharks were
fasted for at least 48 hrs prior to experiments to ensure a post-absorptive state
and allow recovery from capture stress.
Research was conducted under permits from the Bahamas Department of
Marine

Resources

(MA&MR/FIS/178),

Murdoch

University

Animal

Ethics

(RW3119/19), and Mote Marine Laboratory Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (09-09-NW1).
3.2.2 | Respirometry trial protocol
For MML sharks, respirometry was conducted between 2015–2016 as part of a
separate study (Lear et al. 2017). A closed, annular, static respirometry system
was constructed from a modified 2.45 m diameter fibreglass holding tank, as
described in Whitney et al. (2016). Sharks were acclimated to the system for 12
hours prior to trials. Trials began near 100% air saturation and were run until
dissolved oxygen (DO) levels reached 80% air saturation. DO (% air saturation
and mg l-1) and water temperature (°C) were measured by a handheld
multiparameter meter (Pro Plus, Yellow Springs Instruments, Yellow Springs, OH,
USA) and recorded by researchers every five min throughout trials. To assess
background respiration, a blank respirometer was measured for four hrs following
each set of trials. For full details of the MML trial protocol, see Lear et al. (2017).
BBFS trials were conducted using a field-based respirometry system, similar
to Byrnes et al. (2020). Two closed, annular, static respirometry systems were
constructed from modified polyvinyl-lined metal-frame pools (Bestway Corp.,
London, UK), which were erected on a levelled section of beach on South Bimini,
Bahamas. A 2.44 m diameter pool was used for sharks <110 cm TL, whereas a
3.66 m diameter pool was used for sharks >110 cm TL. Sharks were hand-netted
from pens, measured and weighed, and transferred into the system eight hrs prior
to trials to allow them to acclimate. Trials began with air saturation between 80
and 110% and were run until saturation decreased by 20 percentage points or
reached 70% saturation, whichever occurred first. Throughout trials, DO (% air
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saturation and mg l-1) and water temperature (°C) were measured and recorded
by a multiparameter meter (HI98196, Hanna Instruments, RI, USA) every 30 s.
To assess background respiration, a blank respirometer was measured for at least
90 min immediately following the final trial for each shark.
Throughout all MML and BBFS trials, sharks were equipped with a Cefas
G6a+ acceleration data logger (Cefas Inc., Lowestoft, UK), mounted through the
base of the first dorsal fin as per Lear et al. (2017), which continuously recorded
triaxial acceleration at 25 Hz (range: 2 g, resolution: 12-bit).
3.2.3 | Body acceleration and oxygen consumption rate estimation
Vectorial dynamic body acceleration (VeDBA), a measurement of physical activity,
was calculated from acceleration data recorded during respirometry. VeDBA was
chosen as the acceleration metric for modelling instead of the commonly used
overall dynamic body acceleration to allow predictive models to be applied to data
collected by acceleration transmitters (see www.innovasea.com/fish-tacking/ for
various applications), which process acceleration onboard as VeDBA. Additionally,
VeDBA produces more robust estimations of activity when tag orientation may
differ between applications, such as external mounting of loggers versus internal
implantation of transmitters (Qasem et al. 2012).
To match the sampling frequency of acceleration transmitters, which record
long-term field data at 5 Hz, raw acceleration data were down-sampled by
decimation from 25 Hz to 5 Hz, which has been shown to be a sufficient sampling
frequency for estimating oxygen consumption rates of fishes (Brownscombe et al.
2018). As per the algorithm used by acceleration transmitters (e.g., Vemco
V13AP, Innovasea Systems Inc., Nova Scotia, Canada), gravitational acceleration
was estimated by calculating a 4 s running mean. Gravitational acceleration was
then subtracted from the raw acceleration, for each axis, to derive dynamic body
acceleration. VeDBA was calculated as the vectorial sum of these DBA derivations:
VeDBA = √(𝐴𝑋𝑡 -𝐺𝑋𝑡 )2 + (𝐴𝑌𝑡 -𝐺𝑌𝑡 )2 + (𝐴𝑍𝑡 -𝐺𝑍𝑡 )2

(2)

where 𝐴𝑋𝑡 , 𝐴𝑌𝑡 , and 𝐴𝑍𝑡 are the raw acceleration values and 𝐺𝑋𝑡 , 𝐺𝑌𝑡 , 𝐺𝑍𝑡 are the
gravitational acceleration values observed for each axis at time t. Acceleration
data were processed using Igor Pro (Version 7.08; Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego,
OR, USA) and the Ethographer extension (Sakamoto et al. 2009).
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Dynamic acceleration data were visually examined to identify intervals
where sharks maintained consistent resting (i.e., inactive) or swimming (i.e.,
active) behaviour for 15–20 min during trials. Higher sampling frequencies of DO
used during BBFS than MML trials allowed for shorter calibration intervals to be
used for BBFS trials. Therefore, intervals of at least 20 min were used for MML
sharks (Lear et al. 2017), whereas intervals of 15 min were used for BBFS sharks
to increase the number of individual estimates of oxygen consumption rate for
BBFS trials. Mean water temperature, VeDBA and whole animal oxygen
consumption rate (ṀO2whole; mg O2 hr-1) were calculated for each interval. ṀO2whole
was calculated using the following equation from measurements of DO within
respirometers:
𝑀

ṀO2whole = (𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 + 𝑑) · 60 · (𝑉𝑟 − 𝑝 )

(3)

where Rtotal is the rate of decline of DO during the calibration interval (mg O2 l-1
min-1; estimated using linear regression), Rbackground is the rate of background
respiration (mg O2 l-1 min-1), d is the diffusion rate of oxygen into the system
(0.0002 mg O2 l-1 min-1; Byrnes et al. 2020), Vr is the respirometer volume (l), M
is the mass of the shark (kg), and p is the density of the shark (kg l-1). All sharks
were assumed to have a density of 1.06 kg l-1, the average density reported for
adult N. brevirostris in Florida (Baldridge Jr 1970).
To remove variation in oxygen consumption rates due to temperature, all
ṀO2whole estimations were temperature corrected to 29.50 °C, the mean water
temperature of MML trials using:
ṀO2whole,29.5 = ṀO2whole,a 𝑥 𝑄10

29.5−𝑇𝑎
10

(4)

where ṀO2whole,29.5 is the ṀO2whole calculated at 29.50℃, ṀO2whole,a is the measured

ṀO2whole, Ta is the temperature at which ṀO2whole,a was measured, and Q10 is the
temperature scaling factor for lemon sharks. A Q10 of 2.96 was used to correct

ṀO2whole,a during inactive intervals, and a Q10 of 1.69 was used to correct ṀO2whole,a
during active intervals (Lear et al. 2017).
3.2.4 | Pre-modelling data processing
Prior to building predictive models, VeDBA estimates were corrected for
measurement error (i.e., acceleration irrespective of body movement), to ensure
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that the model intercept represented BMR of sharks. As previously mentioned, the
intercept

of

the

ṀO2-DBA relationship represents zero movement (i.e.,

maintenance metabolic rate; Wilson et al. 2020); however, owing to factors
causing measurement error (e.g., sensor noise, water movement; Gleiss et al.
2010; Whitney et al. 2010), ṀO2 observations during rest tend to be greater than
0 g. To account for this error, many studies have interpolated to zero movement
to estimate BMR (e.g., Wright et al. 2014; Lear et al. 2017); however, such an
interpolation likely underestimates BMR. Therefore, to account for measurement
error we rescaled all observations by subtracting the overall mean VeDBA of
inactive intervals. Note that while baselining VeDBA in this manner may result in
some minorly negative values, this correction was necessary to ensure the
intercept was representative of BMR of sharks.
Owing to sharks frequently switching between inactive and active
behaviours in MML trials, some sharks only provided one to two ṀO2whole
observations, precluding the ability to produce a reliable linear fit for each
individual body mass (Table 3.1). To achieve a necessary number of ṀO2whole
estimations for regressions, MML sharks were grouped into 0.40 kg mass classes
̅ kg, 2.00–2.39
̅ kg, 2.40–2.79
̅ kg, and 2.80–3.19
̅ kg). The midrange of
(1.60–1.99
a class was used as the mass for all sharks within the class during modelling. The
BBFS sharks, in contrast, showed a greater range of activity within individual trials
and had a larger range in body size, and were therefore kept as individuals rather
than grouped into mass classes.
3.2.5 | Testing effect of mass on ṀO2-DBA relationship
To determine the effect of mass on the intercept and slope of the ṀO2-DBA
relationship we conducted a two-stage modelling approach. First, we estimated
the relationship between ṀO2whole and VeDBA for each mass class of sharks (Fig.
3.1), described by the linear regression equation:

Ṁ𝑂2𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 = 𝛽𝑖 + 𝛽𝑠 (VeDBA)

(5),

where 𝛽 i represents the intercept coefficient of the regression and 𝛽 s represents
the slope coefficient of the regression. To do this, we used a linear mixed effects
model

(lme4

package;

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=lme4),

which

included VeDBA, mass class, and an interaction between VeDBA and mass class
as potential covariates to explain variation in ṀO2whole. Importantly, mass class
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was included as a categorical variable, which resulted in the mixed effects model
fitting a separate regression for each mass class. The MuMIn package
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=MuMIn) was used to build models using
every combination of explanatory variables and model fit was compared based on
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), with decreases in AIC≥2 considered as
improvements in fit (Zuur et al. 2009). Models were fit with a Gaussian error
structure, and model assumptions were checked based on visual examination of
residual plots (not shown).
Second, the effects of mass on the intercept (𝛽 i) and slope (𝛽 s) of these
regressions were examined, under the assumption that the intercept and slope
scale allometrically according to a power function, similar to equation 1. Given
that logarithmic linear functions are the linear equivalent of power functions, we
examined the effect of mass on the intercept and slope of regressions using
general linear models, following the form of natural logarithmic functions:
𝑙𝑛 (𝛽𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑛 (𝑐𝑖 ) + 𝑑𝑖 · 𝑙𝑛(𝑀)

(6)

𝑙𝑛 (𝛽𝑠 ) = 𝑙𝑛 (𝑐𝑠 ) + 𝑑𝑠 · 𝑙𝑛(𝑀)

(7),

where M is the mass (kg), ci and di are, respectively, the intercept and slope of
the natural logarithm function describing the effect of mass on 𝛽 i, and cs and ds
are, respectively, the intercept and slope of the natural logarithm function
describing the effect of mass on 𝛽 s (Fig. 3.1). For this analysis, a separate 𝛽 i and
𝛽 s were extracted from the linear mixed effects model (equation 5) for each mass
class, and used to estimate ci, di, cs, and ds. To compare the effect of mass on 𝛽 i
and 𝛽 s, we estimated 95% confidence intervals for di and ds using the ‘confint’
function in R. If confidence intervals did not overlap, the effects of mass on di and
ds were considered to be statistically different (Schenker & Gentleman 2001).
To establish a single ṀO2whole predictive equation that could be applied
across

all

mass

classes,

these

natural

logarithm

functions

were

then

exponentiated to allometric power functions:
𝛽𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 𝑀 𝑑𝑖

(8)

𝛽𝑠 = 𝑐𝑠 𝑀 𝑑𝑠

(9),

describing the effect of mass on the ṀO2whole-VeDBA regression intercept (equation
8) and slope (equation 9). Equations 8 and 9 were then substituted into equation
4, yielding a final predictive equation:
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ṀO2whole = 𝑐𝑖 𝑀𝑑𝑖 + 𝑐𝑠 𝑀 𝑑𝑠 (VeDBA)

(10).

As this equation incorporates mass effects into both the intercept and slope
regression coefficients, it will hereafter be referred to as the ‘coefficient-corrected
approach’.
3.2.6 | Other modelling approaches
To compare the accuracy of the coefficient-corrected approach, with other
approaches used throughout the literature, we fit additional predictive equations
based on methods commonly used throughout literature (see ‘Response-corrected
approach’ and ‘Intercept-corrected approach’ subsections below). As previously
mentioned, two other modelling approaches have been used to incorporate mass
effects into ṀO2 predictive equations. The more commonly applied approach uses
mass-specific ṀO2 (mg O2 kg-b hr-1) when modelling the ṀO2-DBA relationship,
rather than modelling ṀO2whole (mg O2 hr-1) (e.g. Enstipp et al. 2011; Lear et al.
2017). By using mass-specific ṀO2, these methods incorporate mass effects into
the response variable of predictive equations, as opposed to directly incorporating
mass effects into the coefficients of predictive models. Accordingly, this approach
will henceforth be referred to as ‘response-corrected approach’. The second
modelling approach directly models ṀO2whole as a function of body mass by
including mass as a covariate within model formulations. However, unlike the
coefficient-corrected approach here, previous applications have not considered
interactive effects between mass and other covariates (e.g., Brownscombe et al.
2017), and therefore only incorporated an effect of mass on the intercept of the

ṀO2-DBA regression. Accordingly, this approach will henceforth be referred to as
the ‘intercept-corrected approach’.
3.2.6.1 | Response-corrected approach
Two models were fit using the response-corrected approach. For the first model,

ṀO2whole estimates were isometrically corrected by dividing ṀO2whole by animal
mass in kg (M), resulting in mass-specific ṀO2 in mg O2 kg-1 hr-1. For the second
model, ṀO2whole estimates were allometrically corrected by dividing ṀO2whole by
animal mass in kg raised to an allometric BMR scaling exponent (Mb), resulting in
mass-specific ṀO2 in mg O2 kg-b hr-1. For this study, an allometric exponent of
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0.86 was used, a value widely regarded as the universal elasmobranch SMR massscaling exponent (Sims 2000). Models were fit using the glm function in R,
assuming a Gaussian error structure, with mass class included as a continuous
covariate. Mass was not considered as a categorical variable for these models, as
these methods are based on the most common modelling approaches used in
calibrations of DBA data for predicting FMR of animals and were used for
comparison with the coefficient-corrected approach. These two responsecorrected models will hereafter be referred to as the ‘isometric response-corrected
model’ and the ‘allometric response-corrected model’.
To allow comparison with models that estimate ṀO2whole, mass-specific
estimates from the isometric response-corrected model and allometric responsecorrected model were corrected post-hoc to ṀO2whole by multiplying estimates by
M and M0.86, respectively.
3.2.6.2 | Intercept-corrected approach
A single model was fit using the intercept-corrected approach. To do so, we used
a linear mixed effects model (lme4 package), which included VeDBA and mass
class as continuous covariates to explain variation in ṀO2whole. It is important to
note that treating mass as a continuous covariate assumes mass has an isometric
effect on the intercept of the modelling relationship, which may not accurately
represent the species’ specific BMR allometric scaling rate. Therefore, treating
mass class as a categorical variable may produce a more accurate estimation of

ṀO2whole. However, treatment of mass as a categorical variable was not considered
here because this approach was strictly based on the approaches of previous
calibration studies and was used only for comparison with the coefficient-corrected
approach.
3.2.7 | Model validation and error comparison
We used a bootstrap validation technique to estimate prediction error of each
modelling approach. In this technique, we bootstrapped 1000 datasets of VeDBA
and ṀO2whole observations (n=124 per dataset) from all available respirometry
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Figure 3.1 Workflow of establishing ṀO2 predictive models from respirometry and body acceleration data. All steps from initial data
collection through final model validation are shown for the coefficient-corrected approach (top), intercept-corrected approach (middle), and
response-corrected approaches (bottom). Mass-corrections in response-corrected approaches can be either isometric (ṀO2whole divided by
M1.00) or allometric (ṀO2whole divided by Mb), where b is a species-specific scaling rate and M is mass (kg). Plots are provided for clarity but
do not display real data.
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data, and fit new predictive models for each data set. A coefficient-corrected
model, an isometric response-corrected model, an allometric response-corrected
model and an intercept-corrected model were fit to each bootstrapped dataset, as
per the modelling processes above, and each model was used to predict ṀO2whole
for each observation of VeDBA in the corresponding dataset. The root-mean
square (RMS):

RMS = √

∑(Ṁ𝑂2𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒,𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 − Ṁ𝑂2𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒,𝑝𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 )2
𝑛𝑜𝑏𝑠

(11)

and coefficient of variation (COV):
COV =

𝑅𝑀𝑆 × 100
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 Ṁ𝑂2𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒

(12)

were calculated for each bootstrapped model and averaged across all 1000
bootstrapped models to estimate the prediction error of each modelling approach.
In Eqns 11 and 12, ṀO2whole,observed and ṀO2whole,predicted are the observed and
predicted ṀO2whole values, and nobs is the number of observations. In addition, the
marginal r2 was extracted from each bootstrapped model and the overall mean
was used as another quantification of model performance.
To assess prediction error in more detail, we examined how prediction error
changed as a function of body mass and activity level by repeatedly simulating a
day in the life of 100 sharks per mass class, similar to Green et al. (2009). A
sample size of 100 sharks per mass class was used to reduce likelihood of type-II
errors. In these simulations, bootstrapping was used to simulate an observation
every 15 min over a 24-hr period for each shark, resulting in 96 observations per
shark. Respirometry data were split into two resampling pools, separating inactive
(i.e., interval where sharks rested) and active (i.e., intervals when sharks swam)
data. Simulated observations were drawn at random with replacement (i.e.,
bootstrapped) from these resampling data pools. Inactive simulated observations
were created by bootstrapping from the inactive data pool, whereas active
simulated observations were created by bootstrapping from the active data pool.

ṀO2whole was predicted for all simulated observations based on the predictive
equations from each of the modelling approach, and the mean RMS (equation 11)
and mean COV (equation 12) of each model were calculated individually for all
body mass classes. This process was repeated for each shark, varying the amount
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of time sharks spent active between 0 and 100%, increasing by one percentagepoint for each successive iteration. The 12.50 kg and 14.65 kg mass classes were
excluded from the simulation, as inactive and active data were not both available
to bootstrap simulated datasets for these classes (Table 3.1).
All statistical analysis was carried out in R v3.6.3 (https://www.rproject.org/).
3.3 | Results
3.3.1 | Sample size
A

total

of

43

(mean±s.d.=1.95±0.88

per

individual

fish;

mean

duration=21.14±10.77 min; all means are presented ±s.d. unless otherwise
indicated) respirometry trials were conducted on 21 individuals, ranging in body
mass from 1.74 to 17.15 kg (mean=4.81±4.55 kg; Table 3.1). Once grouped by
mass, a total of 10 individual mass classes were retained (Table 3.1). From these
trials, 129 ṀO2whole estimations (mean per class=12.90±10.23) were obtained for
calibrations. However, five ṀO2whole observations from Bimini sharks were deemed
as biologically impossible because they were twice as high as other estimates with
similar VeDBA. While it is unclear what caused such erroneous values, these may
have been associated with short power outages, unnoticed by personnel, causing
insufficient water flow over the DO probe. Nonetheless, these observations were
removed from analysis, leaving 124 observations (mean per class=12.40±10.21),
including 37 inactive (mean per class=3.70±5.85) and 87 active observations
(mean per class=8.70±8.66) (Table 3.1). From these 124 observations, ṀO2whole
ranged from 286.57 to 6493.68 mg O2 hr-1 (Table 3.1). After correction for
acceleration sensor noise (0.018 g; representing a mean 14.7% of active interval
VeDBA), VeDBA ranged from -0.01 to 0.17 g (Fig. 3.3). Water temperature during
calibration intervals ranged from 27.32 to 31.42 °C (mean=29.52±0.81 °C; Table
3.1).
3.3.2 | Coefficient-corrected model
There was a strong positive correlation between VeDBA and ṀO2whole, with both
the slope and intercept displaying significant allometry (Fig. 3.3). The final linear
model included VeDBA and an effect of mass class on both the slope and intercept
terms (Table 3.2). From this model, a total of nine slopes and intercepts were
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estimated which were used to assess the allometry of the ṀO2whole-VeDBA
relationship. The 12.50 kg mass class was excluded from this scaling assessment
because all ṀO2 observations for this class occurred over a small range of DBA
values, which resulted in a negative linear relationship (Fig. A3.1). The intercept
of the ṀO2whole-VeDBA regressions increased with an allometric exponent of 1.08
(CI=0.88–1.28, t=12.60, p<0.01, r2=0.96; Fig. 3.2B), whereas the slope
increased at a significantly steeper rate of 1.55 (CI=1.31–1.78, t=15.71, p<0.01,
r2=0.97; Fig. 3.2A), yielding a final predictive equation of:

ṀO2whole = (154.51 · 𝑀1.08 ) + ((433.87 · 𝑀1.55 ) · VeDBA)

(13)

where M is individual wet body mass in kg.
The final predictive model explained 97.91% of the variance (marginal r2) in

ṀO2whole. Overall, the model tended to overestimate ṀO2whole, with a mean error
(COV) of 19.54% (RMS=329.99 mg O2 hr-1). When only considering active data,
the model had lower error (COV=17.07%, RMS=376.41 mg O2 hr-1) than when
only considering inactive data (COV=31.65%, RMS=78.34 mg O2 hr-1).

Figure 3.2. Body mass-scaling of the slope and intercept of the ṀO2whole-VeDBA
relationship. (A) Slope and (B) intercept values were extracted from the
coefficient-corrected linear mixed-effects model, natural-log transformed, and
regressed against the natural-log of body mass. Linear regression equations (slope
(A) regression: t=15.70, p<0.01; intercept (B) regression: t=12.60, p<0.01) and
associated correlation coefficient (r2) and slope confidence intervals (CI) are
displayed for each scaling relationship.
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Table 3.1 Data summary from all respirometry trials. Mean values are presented with the range of observed values in
parentheses. Temperature and ṀO2whole are representative of values observed only during calibration intervals, while all other
values are representative of all observed data throughout all trials.
Shark ID

No. of
Trials

No. of calibration intervals
(active/inactive)

Start
time

Date

Mean trial
duration (hr)

Mass (kg)

Mass
class

BBFS1†
BBFS2

3

5 (5/0)

20:08

3-May-19

2.23 (1.33-1.52)

14.65

4

13 (12/1)

16:27

8-May-19

1.35 (1.13-3.04)

7.73

BBFS3

3

33 (32/1)

16:53

10-May-19

3.41 (3.04-4.08)

BBFS4

3

5 (5/0)

18:35

13-Sep-19

2.44 (1.59-4.08)

Mean temperature (°C)

Mean ṀO2whole (mg O2 hr-1)

14.65

28.40 (27.32-30.02)

5,255.18 (4,092.02-6,493.68)

7.725

30.212(28.84-30.81)

2,158.29 (854.84-3,064.49)

7.65

7.65

29.10 (28.18-30.05)

2,916.84 (1,522.82-3,489.36)

12.50

12.50

29.99 (28.74-30.70)

5,060.22 (4,126.10-5,829.99)

BBFS5

3

7 (6/1)

19:46

14-Sep-19

3.36 (1.71-4.77)

9.90

9.90

30.79 (29.82-31.42)

3,562.787 (1,923.178-4804.21)

BBFS1†

3

4 (3/1)

19:12

24-Sep-19

1.53 (0.33-2.47)

17.15

17.15

29.38 (28.64-29.68)

5,443.14 (3,661.82-6485.72)

MML1

2

2 (1/1)

8:55

25-Feb-15

3.50 (2.92-4.08)

2.13

2.20

28.20 (27.60-28.80)

418.10 (290.61-545.58)

MML2

2

2 (0/2)

8:45

26-Feb-15

3.94 (3.67-4.22)

2.26

2.20

29.40 (29.20-29.60)

386.33 (355.26-417.40)

MML3

2

2 (0/2)

9:10

27-Feb-15

3.75 (3.00-4.50)

1.98

1.80

29.65 (29.50-29.80)

353.14 (344.17-362.117)

MML4

2

1 (0/1)

9:10

2-Mar-15

3.46 (3.00-3.92)

3.07

3.00

29.30

519.94

MML5

2

2 (0/2)

9:00

3-Mar-15

3.83 (3.00-4.67)

2.69

2.60

29.45 (29.10-29.80)

453.40 (391.09-515.72)

MML6

2

3 (0/3)

8:55

4-Mar-15

4.12 (2.67-5.58)

2.40

2.60

29.13 (29.00-29.30)

441.31 (390.70-489.75)

MML7

2

5 (0/5)

9:05

6-Mar-15

4.54 (3.67-5.42)

2.06

2.20

29.12 (28.70-29.60)

361.99 (290.61-424.35)

MML8

1

5 (0/5)

8:32

20-Jan-16

7.63

2.05

2.20

29.46 (29.00-29.90)

341.56 (250.05-401.19)

MML9

1

2 (0/2)

8:32

21-Jan-16

6.30

1.74

1.80

29.60 (29.60-29.60)

288.65 (281.25-296.05)

MML10

1

5 (5/0)

8:33

6-Feb-16

6.37

2.04

2.20

30.42 (30.20-30.70)

519.18 (468.57-602.65)

MML11

1

1 (1/0)

8:50

17-Feb-16

5.92

2.52

2.60

30.30

645.70

MML12

2

11 (11/0)

9:32

4-Feb-16

4.15 (4.00-4.30)

2.95

3.00

29.25 (29.20-29.40)

690.87 (511.45-881.68)

MML13

1

2 (0/2)

8:45

19-Jan-16

7.33

1.90

3.00

29.35 (29.10-29.60)

394.77 (375.07-414.47)

MML14

1

3 (0/3)

9:00

18-Jan-16

8.42

2.10

2.20

29.87 (29.70-30.00)

354.61 (336.78-386.87)

MML15

1

6 (6/0)

9:02

2-Feb-16

8.55

2.11

2.20

30.00 (29.80-30.30)

493.22 (408.14-542.17)

MML16

1

5 (0/5)

9:05

16-Feb-16

8.83

2.27

2.20

29.80 (29.60-30.00)

327.52 (286.57-380.71)

† Individual BBFS1 was used twice for trials because it was opportunistically captured during two separate sampling seasons.
Because the mass of BBFS1 was substantially different between these seasons, it was treated as two individuals for modelling
purposes.
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Table 3.2. Model selection table for the coefficient-corrected linear
mixed-effects model. This model was for the first stage of the modelling
approach, used to explore the relationship between ṀO2whole and VeDBA.
‘X’ indicates an interaction between terms. Models are ranked based on
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) values. Degrees of freedom (df) and
log-likelihood (logLik) are shown for each model.
Model

Covariates

df

logLik

AIC

ΔAIC

1

VeDBA×Mass + Mass

21

-847.20

1736.50

-

2

VeDBA + Mass

12

-908.30

1840.50

104.07

3

Mass

11

-932.30

1886.60

150.10

4

VeDBA

3

-1075.00

2156.90

420.43

5

Intercept

2

-1097.00

2198.50

462.02

3.3.3 | Response-corrected models
VeDBA had a significant influence on both isometrically corrected mass-specific

ṀO2 (t=16.01, p<0.01, r2=0.68) and allometrically corrected mass-specific ṀO2
(t=13.81, p<0.01, r2=0.61). The resulting predictive equations were

ṀO2 = 169.73 + (1441.37 · VeDBA)

(14),

for the isometric response-corrected model and

ṀO2 = 197.01 + (2115.54 · VeDBA)

(15).

for the allometric response-corrected model. The isometric response-corrected
model had a mean error of 24.23% (RMS=589.78 mg O2 hr-1), whereas the
allometric response-corrected model had a mean error of 31.77% (RMS=589.78
mg O2 hr-1).
3.3.4 | Intercept-corrected model
VeDBA (t=15.345, p<0.01) and mass (t=15.345, p<0.01) had significant positive
influences on ṀO2whole and explained 81.11% of variance (marginal r2). The
resulting predictive equation was:

ṀO2 = −636.83 + (5669.43 · VeDBA) + (357.97 · 𝑀)

(16),

where M is individual body mass in kg. Overall, the intercept-corrected model had
a mean error of 22.47% (RMS=461.89 mg O2 hr-1). Notably, the model tended to
have substantially greater error for lower activity levels than higher activity levels
across all body sizes (Fig. 3.3). When only considering active data, the model had
lower error (COV=16.67%, RMS=461.11 mg O2 hr-1) than when only considering
inactive data (COV=85.12%, RMS=464.33 mg O2 hr-1).
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3.3.5 | Model error comparison
All models predicted similar ṀO2whole for individuals near the midrange of masses,
however, there was greater variation in model estimates for the larger and smaller
masses (Fig. 3.4). For sharks smaller than 7.65 kg, the intercept-corrected model
produced the lowest ṀO2whole estimates at lower activity levels, however, this
shifted as activity level increased, with the coefficient-corrected model producing
the lowest estimates when animals were active greater than 35% of the time. In
contrast, for sharks larger than 7.65 kg, the intercept-corrected model produced
the highest ṀO2whole estimates across all activity levels and the allometric
response-corrected model produced the lowest ṀO2whole estimates (Fig. 3.4, A3.2).
Overall, the coefficient-corrected model consistently had the lowest error
across all body sizes and activity levels. The models with the highest error varied
by body mass, with the intercept-corrected model generally having the highest
error for smaller body sizes and the allometric response-corrected model having
the highest error for larger body sizes (Fig. 3.4). The simulation revealed
systematic mass biases in the isometric response-corrected model, the allometric
response-corrected model, and the intercept-corrected model. Estimation error of
the response-corrected models tended to increase with increased body mass. In
contrast, estimation error of the intercept-corrected model tended to decrease
with body mass (Fig. 3.4, A3.2). However, no mass-associated bias was present
in the estimates of the coefficient-corrected model (Fig. 3.4, A3.2). Differences in
COV between models were smallest for the middle mass classes but varied more
widely between models as a function of activity at the lower and higher masses
(Fig. 3.4). At lower masses, the difference between model COV increased with
increased time spent active, whereas the difference between model COV at larger
masses was relatively consistent (Fig. 3.4). Overall model COV tended to decrease
with increased time spent active, particularly in the coefficient-corrected model
(Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.3 Model predictions overlaid on observed data from respirometry
calibration trials. The isometric response-corrected model (A) and allometric
response-corrected model (B) were fit to mass-specific ṀO2 values, whereas the
intercept-corrected model (E) and coefficient-corrected model (F) were fit to
ṀO2whole values (n=127). For comparison between models, isometric and
allometric fits were corrected to ṀO2whole by multiplying estimates by a factor of
M1.00 (C) and M0.86 (D), respectively, where M represents mass (kg). Observations
and linear model fits are colour coded according to mass class. Vertical dotted
lines represent the point of no activity, indicating the intercept of linear estimators.
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Figure 3.4 Simulation showing the effect of different modelling techniques when
accounting for body mass in ṀO2whole estimations across a range of activity levels.
A day in the life of 100 sharks for each mass class (n=8) was repeatedly simulated,
where the percentage of time spent active was varied. For clarity, only the 1.80
kg (left), 7.65 kg (middle column), and 17.15 kg (right) mass classes are shown.
Whole animal oxygen consumption rate (ṀO2whole; top), root-mean squared (RMS;
middle row), and coefficient of variation (COV; bottom) were calculated over the
full range of activity for each body mass using the isometric response-corrected
(dashed line), allometric response-corrected (dot-dashed line), interceptcorrected (dotted), and coefficient-corrected (solid line) approaches. Note that the
ṀO2whole and RMS scales vary between mass classes for clarity of differences
between models.
3.4 | Discussion
Despite the prominent influence that body size exerts on many aspects of animal
biomechanics and physiology, no study has assessed the allometric dependence
of the relationship between ṀO2 and DBA and its effect on the accuracy of ṀO2
predictive equations. By individually assessing the scaling of the ṀO2whole-VeDBA
slope and intercept, we validated that DBA per unit metabolism is scale dependent,
and this dependency varies from that of baseline metabolic rate (BMR). As such,
we found that directly accounting for different body-mass scaling effects within
model slope and intercept coefficients produces substantially more accurate
estimates of oxygen consumption rates than other commonly applied modelling
approaches. While all models performed similarly for individuals near the mean
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mass of calibrated animals, more commonly applied intercept-corrected and
response-corrected approaches appeared to have substantial mass and activity
associated biases that were not present within the coefficient-corrected approach.
As a result, the coefficient-corrected approach consistently had the lowest
prediction error across all body sizes (Fig. 3.4). Additionally, as activity levels of
animals increased, the disparity in estimation error between the coefficientcorrected and response-corrected models tended to increase, whereas the
disparity in estimation error between coefficient-corrected and intercept-corrected
models

tended

to

decrease.

However,

the

covariate-corrected

approach

demonstrated the smallest activity bias, and again outperformed other modelling
approaches across activity levels.
The differences in estimation error between modelling approaches could
have large implications when calibrated predictive equations are applied to predict
energy expenditure of animals in the wild. For example, for a 17.15 kg lemon
shark that is active 50% of the time, the difference between the daily energy
expenditure estimated by the isometric response-corrected model and coefficientcorrected model would be 17,114.83 mg O2 day-1. This difference converts to
232.59 kJ day-1 (Jobling 1995), approximately one yellow fin mojarra (Gerres
cinereus), the primary prey of juvenile lemon sharks in Bimini (Pettitt-Wade et al.
2011), or a 25% increase in the daily energetic requirements. This difference
would be proportionally even larger for smaller body sizes, where the disparity
between model estimation error was greater. As such, with such improvements
over other modelling approaches for incorporating mass effects into ṀO2
estimations, we strongly recommend the coefficient-corrected approach for
establishing ṀO2 predictive equations across different body sizes.
Although

the

coefficient-corrected

approach

provided

more

robust

estimates of energy expenditure than currently used approaches, several
opportunities for improvement remain. Foremost, although conducted pre-hoc in
this study, an ideal full model should incorporate a temperature correction factor
in the intercept term. Additionally, more balanced sampling across activity levels
and mass

classes

would allow

for a mechanistic

examination

of

error

accumulation, which may help to identify and incorporate further correction
factors into models. Of course, conducting respirometry experiments over a range
of body sizes presents logistical and ethical complexities that may limit sample
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size, as was the case in this study. However, in respirometers with small system
to animal volume ratios, which facilitate rapid respiration measurement response
times (Clark et al. 2013), calibration interval durations could be decreased to
facilitate larger sample sizes per trial. Additionally, when ethically viable, animals
could be left in the respirometer for longer acclimation periods or more trials,
potentially facilitating greater variability in behaviours as animals become more
comfortable with the system. While more calibration intervals within trials may
also increase variability of sampled activity levels, using forced activity protocols
(e.g., swim tunnels or treadmills) may ensure that observations are obtained
across all activity levels, although it is of note that such protocols may introduce
other bias through alteration of natural gaits in many species (Whitney et al. 2018;
Lear et al. 2019a).
As the mechanics and external forces defining the ṀO2-DBA relationship
depend on numerous factors such as body form (Alexander 2005; Bale et al.
2014), locomotory type (Schmidt-Nielsen 1972; Alexander 2005), and viscosity of
the environmental medium (Schmidt-Nielsen 1972; Wieser & Kaufmann 1998),

ṀO2-DBA slope and intercept scaling exponents will inevitably vary between taxa.
However, when corrected for body mass, the ṀO2-DBA relationship may be similar
across geometrically similar species, potentially allowing for common equations to
be established for estimating energy expenditure from DBA (Gleiss et al. 2011b).
In fact, Halsey et al. (2009) and Miwa et al. (2015) both established common
predictive equations for estimating the energy expenditure across a range of
species, although the accuracy of estimations using these interspecifically derived
equations was not assessed. Nonetheless, the establishment of common ṀO2
predictive equations suggests that fundamental laws of biomechanics and physics
may constrain the ratio of the ṀO2-DBA slope to intercept scaling exponents to
universal values. Further calibration experiments conducted with various taxa will
determine the scatter in intraspecific scaling exponents and may help to identify
such biomechanical and physical laws governing the ṀO2-DBA relationship.
In circumstances in which respiration measurements cannot be acquired
from a range of body masses (e.g., facility or animal availability limitations), and
thus

response-corrected

models

or

intercept-corrected

models

must

be

extrapolated, the biases of such models must be carefully considered. Foremost,
bias drastically increased with increasing difference in body mass between the
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median mass of individuals in the calibration experiments and individuals for which
respiration rate was being estimated. Thus, to minimize estimation error, caution
must be exercised when extrapolating equations to animals with substantially
different body masses than those used in calibration experiments. Additionally,
models demonstrated large activity bias, where the estimation error drastically
changed as a function of increased activity, particularly for smaller body masses.
However, the direction of the bias was opposite between models, where estimation
error of the intercept-corrected model decreased with increased activity and
estimation error of response-corrected models tended to increase with activity.
This activity bias may partially be a product of the relatively larger spread of ṀO2
and VeDBA measurements during active calibration intervals compared with
inactive intervals. Using forced activity protocols to ensure more balanced
sampling of different activity levels throughout calibration experiments would help
to elucidate the source of this error. Nevertheless, this activity level associated
bias indicates that as animals become more active, post-hoc corrections based on
isometric or allometric BMR scaling rates introduce increased error. In contrast,
estimation error of the intercept-corrected model decreased as animals became
more active, and for larger body sizes had similar error as the coefficient-corrected
approach at particularly high (>75%) activity levels. However, the rapid and
nonlinear decrease in estimation error with increased activity could result in large
and unpredictable variation in estimates with small changes in activity. Thus, it is
imperative to independently account for separate scaling rates of the ṀO2-DBA
slope and intercept when estimating respiration of highly active species, especially
for smaller body sizes, where a small change in activity may represent a relatively
larger change in overall energy requirements.
We found that isometric mass-specific corrections produced more accurate
estimates than using a universal allometric correction of M0.86. However, the higher
performance of the isometric correction was likely a product of the BMR scaling
rate of lemon sharks in this study being closer to isometry. In species with lower
BMR scaling exponents, such as mammals (White & Seymour 2003), it is likely
that a lower nonproportional allometric mass-correction would perform better.
However, the intercept-corrected model, which included an isometric effect on the
intercept only, outperformed the allometric response-corrected model at lower
body sizes, indicating that additional factors led to the greater performance of the
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isometric response-corrected model. The higher performance of the isometric
correction, alternatively, may also be due to the observed scaling rate of the ṀO2DBA slope falling closer to the isometric exponent than the universal BMR
allometric

exponent.

Nevertheless,

the

coefficient-corrected

approach

circumnavigates such issues by separately identifying slope and intercept scaling
rates and outperforms commonly applied response-corrected and interceptcorrected modelling approaches. Given that we confirmed that DBA per unit
oxygen (i.e., regression slope) scales allometrically at a different rate to that of
BMR, where possible it is essential to use the coefficient-corrected approach when
establishing ṀO2-DBA predictive models.
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Chapter 4 Predation and competition
moderates
home
range
allometry: evidence from a
nursery bound elasmobranch
4.0 | Abstract
It is well established that home range size and metabolic rate of animals are
expected to scale at similar rates, with home ranges expanding to meet increased
metabolic requirements as animals grow. However, few studies have been able to
test the relationship between energy requirements and home range size with
direct field measurements of both factors. As a result, many studies have used
lab-derived

estimates

of

basal

metabolic

rate

to

indicate

field

energy

requirements, making it unclear if existing theories accurately represent emergent
patterns of home range scaling observed in the field. Here, we quantified both
field energy requirements and home range size of lemon sharks, allowing the first
direct test of the relationship between home range size and overall energy
requirements allometry. Using acoustic telemetry, we simultaneously monitored
the spatial movements and body acceleration of sharks spanning a whole order of
magnitude in body mass, which were used to generate estimates of individual
home range size and daily energy requirements. Although scaling rates of energy
requirements were consistent with standard metabolic rate, home range size
scaled at shallower rates than energy requirements, indicating there were strong
top-down controls on home range scaling rates. We propose that, as a result of
predation pressure faced by juveniles placing heavy constraints on home range
expansions, direct resource competition can lead to decreased home range scaling
rates. These results highlight considerable inconsistencies with theories on the
effects of competition on home range scaling and varying competitive dynamics
of different taxa should be examined.
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4.1 | Introduction
With the exception of nomads and migrants, animals tend to move within a
restricted home range, which is widely observed to increase allometrically with
body size (Teitelbaum & Mueller 2019). Home range size has long been thought
to positively scale with the metabolic rate of animals, as their home range must
enable access to sufficient resources to sustain them. To test this idea, McNab
(1963) estimated the allometric scaling rates of interspecific mammalian basal
metabolic rate and home range size, and found both to scale similarly a rate of
0.75, leading to the assertation that home range size is directly proportional to
metabolic requirements. Subsequent field studies, however, found home range
scaled at substantially higher rates than predicted by McNab’s hypothesis
(Lindstedt et al. 1986; Minns 1995; Pearce et al. 2013; Tucker et al. 2014). The
most prominent explanation for such discrepancy is that animals within the same
area share resources, and as animals grow, the proportion of resources shared
and costs of defending resources increases (Damuth 1981; Jetz et al. 2004).
Contrary to the assumptions of this explanation, not all species actively defend
territories or resources but rather share resources through scramble competition.
Accordingly, field studies have presented contrasting support for this hypothesis
(Pearce et al. 2013; Ofstad et al. 2016).
Previous hypotheses on the mechanisms that underpin the allometry of
spatial use and metabolic rate have been based on data from lab estimates of
animal basal metabolic requirements (McNab 1963; Haskell et al. 2002; Jetz et al.
2004). As such, models explaining the scaling relationship between spatial use
and metabolic rate function under the assumption that maintenance metabolic
rates and field metabolic rates are similar. However, this may be unrealistic given
that daily energy requirements include costs of routine activity for foraging and
evading predators, growth, and in mature individuals, reproduction. Thus, to meet
the additional requirements of normal daily behaviours, animals may require more
resources, and thus space than predicted by basal metabolism alone. Given that
empirical results have shown active metabolic rates scale allometrically at higher
rates than maintenance metabolic rates across various taxa (Brett 1972; Bishop
1999; Weibel et al. 2004; Killen et al. 2007), observations of home range scaling
at higher rates than predicted by McNab (1963) may simply be a product of
animals attempting to meet energy demands of active metabolic rate.
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While a few methods exist for estimating the metabolic rate of free-ranging
animals, various constraints have limited the ability to measure metabolic rate
and home ranges over the same timeframe. Two commonly applied techniques to
estimate metabolic rate in the field include injecting animals with doubly labelled
water (DLW) to estimate CO2 production from metabolic processes and using
biologging tags to record biological factors (e.g., heart rate or body acceleration)
as proxies of energy expenditure. Rapid dilution of doubly labelled water,
particularly in smaller animals and difficulties of recapturing animals for secondary
measurements has limited field metabolic rate estimations to less than one month
in free-ranging animals (Butler et al. 2004). Additionally, low temporal resolution
of doubly labelled water measurements makes it impossible to separate periods
of inactive and active behaviours, and as such maintenance metabolism from
active (i.e., routine) metabolism. On the other hand, biologgers record biological
parameters on fine-temporal scales (i.e., sub-second) that allow for identification
of active and inactive periods. However, battery and memory limitations have
largely constrained deployments to spans of only a few days to weeks (RopertCoudert et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2020). Recent incorporation of acceleration
sensors into biotelemetry

tags,

however, has facilitated transmission of

acceleration data, eliminating memory limitations and allowing long term
monitoring of energy expenditure (Metcalfe et al. 2016a). Despite this
advancement, studies are yet to simultaneously quantify animal movements and
energy expenditure over appropriate time scales to examine how active metabolic
rate drives home range size.
Studying the relationship between metabolic rate and home range size is
further complicated because factors other than metabolism might cause
substantial differences in home range size. For example, animals that forage on
higher trophic levels tend to experience lower resource densities, and thus may
require larger areas than animals with a similar metabolic rate but foraging on
lower trophic level resources. Other identified factors causing interspecific
variation include, locomotory mode and speed, foraging realm, and social
organization (Pearce et al. 2013; Tamburello et al. 2015). While some studies
have been able to preclude such factors through ontogenetic investigations of
home range allometry (e.g., Welsh et al. 2013), other factors associated with body
size, such as competitive ability (Hin & de Roos 2019) and predation risk
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(Mittelbach 1986; Guttridge et al. 2012) may cause variation in behavioural
strategies that influence home range size and energy expenditure throughout
home ranges. As such, without directly measuring energy expenditure of animals,
these studies have had difficulty disentangling the influence of these additional
factors from metabolic rate.
In this study, we address two key questions on space use of animals by
quantifying the spatial use and daily energy expenditure of lemon sharks
(Negaprion brevirostris). First, we directly estimate home range size and field
metabolic rates of individuals spanning one order of magnitude in body size to test
whether the scaling rate of these variables conform to predictions made by
existing theory. Second, we explore potential mechanisms underpinning the
observed scaling rates. Through early life stages, lemon sharks reside in nursery
habitats to mitigate high risk of mortality from predation (Feldheim et al. 2002;
Wetherbee et al. 2007; Stump et al. 2017). However, the protection provided by
the spatial restrictions of the nursery area is accompanied by heavy resource
competition, caused by seasonal influxes of neonates providing an annual
oversupply of competitors (Franks 2007; Reyier et al. 2008). As such, our system
allows particular insight on the function of predation pressure and resource
competition in determining observed scaling rates.

4.2 | Materials and Methods
4.2.1 | Study site and species
The study was conducted at Bimini, Bahamas (25°44’N, 79°16’W), a mangrovefringed chain of islands located approximately 85 km east of Miami, Florida, USA.
The Bimini islands enclose an approximately 21 km2 lagoon that is between 0.001.20 m deep at low tide. The lagoon serves as a nursery ground for juvenile and
sub-adult lemon sharks (Morrissey & Gruber 1993), providing a habitat with a
relatively low abundance of predators, aside from sub-adult lemon sharks during
their early life stages (Heupel et al. 2007). Within the nursery, individuals show
high site fidelity to their pupping area through at least the first three years
(Morrissey & Gruber 1993; Dibattista et al. 2007), after which home range
increases and sharks gradually disperse into deeper habitats around the lagoon
(Sundström et al. 2001), until eventual natal emigration near sexual maturity
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(~2.3 m total length; Chapman et al. 2009). This high site fidelity, through the
early life stages allows for home ranges and daily metabolic requirements to be
reliably quantified over long periods of time for individuals spanning a continuum
of body sizes.

4.2.2 | Tagging and data preparation
From April to August 2019, 20 lemon sharks were captured in the lagoon
between North and South Bimini using a combination of handline, drumline, and
long-line fishing methods. After capture, sharks were sexed, measured for length
(precaudal (PCL), fork (FL), and total (TL)) and girth (pectoral (PG), first dorsal
(D1G), and precaudal (PCG)), tagged with a passive integrated transponder
(Destron Fearing, DFW Airport, Texas, USA), and implanted with an acoustic tag
(V13AP; Vemco, Innovasea, NS, CAN). Acoustic tags were surgically implanted in
the peritoneal cavity of each shark through a 4 mm incision that was sealed with
two simple interrupted sutures using poliglecaprone 25 sutures (Q310 MonoWeb,
Patterson Veterinary, Devens, MA, USA). As part of additional studies, two fin
clips, a muscle biopsy, and blood sample were also taken from each shark prior to
release. This entire sampling and tagging procedure lasted between 10-15
minutes. After release at the site of capture, tags alternatively transmitted body
acceleration (m/s2) and depth (m) data at a nominal delay of 90-180 s. Body
acceleration data was recorded at 5 Hz for a period of 20 s, which was processed
onboard tags as mean vectorial dynamic body acceleration (VeDBA) over the
entire recording duration. Tag transmissions were recorded by a network of 71
underwater receivers placed around Bimini (Fig. 4.1). Temperature loggers (HOBO
U22-001 and HOBO MX2201; Onset Computer Corp., MA, USA) were also attached
to 40 receivers, representing all available habitats and recorded ambient water
temperature every 10 min. In December and January 2020, receivers and
temperature loggers were retrieved to download acoustic and temperature data.
All animal use was conducted in accordance with permits from the Bahamas
Department of Marine Resources (MA&MR/FIS/178) and Murdoch University
Animal Ethics committee (RW3119/19). Prior to analysis, the first week of data
for all tags was removed to allow sharks to recover from the tagging procedure
and false detections were removed from the dataset as per Kessel et al. (2014).
Additionally, to ensure that home range and metabolic rate estimations were made
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over the same time frame for all sharks, only data between 28th July and 12th
December 2019 were used for analysis (Table 4.1).

4.2.3 | Home range analysis
Home range size (95% utilization distributions) were calculated for each
individual using functions provided in the ‘Animal Tracking Toolbox’ extension of
the ‘VTrack’ package (Udyawer et al. 2018) in the R statistical environment (R
Core Team 2019). In preparation for home range analysis, three-hourly mean
geographic positions were estimated for each shark using the ‘COA’ function. The
use of mean geographic position estimates in home range analysis, rather than
raw locations provides a more accurate representation of animal movement by
accounting for temporally variable tag transmissions and spatial biases from fixed
receiver locations (Simpfendorfer et al. 2002).
To estimate the size of individual home ranges, Brownian bridge movement
models (BBMMs) were applied to centre-of-activity estimates from each shark
using the ‘HRsummary’ function. BBMMs require input of two initial parameters:
1) the Brownian motion variance (σ2m), representing how diffusive or irregular the
movement of an animal is and 2) the error associated with location estimates. σ2m
was estimated within the ‘HRsummary’ function, which uses the likelihood
maximization method established by Kranstauber et al. (2012). While the
‘HRsummary’ function normally requires at least six locations to estimate σ2m, the
limited spatial movement demonstrated by some sharks did not provide sufficient
data to meet these requirements. However, the approach of Kranstauber et al.
(2012) utilizes a “leave-one-out” method, which only requires three locations to
estimate σ2m. Therefore, we adjusted the requirements within the ‘HRsummary’
function to a minimum of three locations to ensure home ranges could be
estimated for all sharks within the study. Location error was set to 255 m, which
is equal to the mean detection range of receivers at the study site (Guttridge et
al. 2017). BBMMs were used to estimate 95% utilization distributions for each
individual for the entire time when all tags were active, July through November.
Unusable habitat was excluded from utilization distributions by overlaying them
on a habitat raster. Areas overlapping land were manually excluded and the
remaining utilization distribution was estimated to the nearest 1 m2.
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4.2.4 | Field consumption estimation
To estimate daily energy requirements of each shark, mean daily consumption
was back calculated using the bioenergetic equation:
Consumption = Production + Resting & Active Expenditure + Excretion

(1)

Production was calculated based on estimated growth rates of each shark.
Growth rates were estimated using the von Bertalanffy growth curve established
for lemon sharks (Brown & Gruber 1988):
PCL = 317.65 · (1-e-0.06(t + 2.30) )

(2)

where PCL is precaudal length at the time of capture and t is the estimated age of
the fish at time of capture. First, the age of the shark upon capture was estimated
by inserting the precaudal length at capture into equation 2. Then one year was
added to the age at capture and a presumptive precaudal length was estimated
using equation 2. Mass of the shark at time of capture and one year later were
estimated based on exponential length to weight relationships established from
sharks captured at Bimini as part of other experiments (r2=0.85, n=399;
unpublished data). The difference between these masses was converted to an
daily energy equivalent by multiplying by the energy content of a lemon shark,
5.40 kJ g-1 (Cortes & Gruber 1994) and dividing by 365 days yr-1.
Oxygen consumption rates (ṀO2) were estimated as proxies for rates of resting
and active energy expenditure in the field. Prior to ṀO2 estimation, VeDBA values
were rescaled to account for acceleration sensor noise. For rescaling, raw VeDBA
observations were labelled as either active (i.e., swimming) or nonactive (i.e.,
resting periods) using histogram segregation (Fig. A4.1; Collins et al. 2015). Mean
sensor noise was then determined by calculating the mean VeDBA from all inactive
observations and was subtracted from all active VeDBA observations. Inactive
VeDBA observations were all set to equal zero, as these should represent periods
when animals were resting motionless on the bottom. ṀO2 were predicted for each
available detection based on VeDBA and individual mass data using the oxygen
consumption rate predictive equation established for lemon sharks by Byrnes et
al. (2021b):

ṀO2 = ((433.87 × M1.55 ) · (VeDBA)) + (154.51 · M1.08 )
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(3)

To account for the effect of temperature in ṀO2 estimations, the intercept was
adjusted by correcting ṀO2 estimates using a Q10 relationship (Gillooly et al.
2001):
10

𝑄10 =

𝑅 𝑇 −𝑇
(𝑅2 ) 2 1
1

or

𝑅2 = 𝑅1 · 𝑄10

𝑇2−𝑇1
10

(4)

where Q10 is the temperature correction factor of ṀO2, T1 is the temperature at
which equation 3 was calibrated (29.50 °C; Byrnes et al. 2021b), T2 is the
observed water temperature at the time of a respective detection, R1 is the ṀO2
estimated at T1, R2 is the ṀO2 at T2.. A Q10 of 2.96 was used for all inactive
detections, and a Q10 of 1.69 was used to for all active detections (Lear et al.
2017). Water temperatures used in ṀO2 predictive equations were estimated
using a random forest model (section 4.2.5). Mean daily energy field energy
expenditure was calculated for each individual. In addition, since inactive
detections were not recorded for all individuals, field SMR was estimated by
calculating the field energy expenditure without the influence of activity (i.e.,
VeDBA), using a Q10 of 2.96.
Excretion was assumed to equal 27% of consumption, based on an 80%
absorption efficiency (Wetherbee & Gruber 1993) and 7% loss of assimilated
energy in gill and urine effluent (Brett & Groves 1979), leaving consumption as
the only unknown, which could thus be calculated.

4.2.5 | Water temperature estimation
Due to multiple temperature loggers flooding or prematurely failing, water
temperature was predicted at 16 receivers for dates and locations with missing
temperatures using random forest (RF) regression models. Models were trained
using a dataset including water temperature recorded by temperature loggers (°C)
as the target variable and a suite of environmental input variables for each
receiver location (Table A4.1). RF regression models were grown on the training
dataset using the package randomForest (version 4.6.14; Liaw & Wiener 2002),
and unknown water temperatures was then estimated every three hours for each
receiver using the predict function in base R. For receivers at which water
temperature could not be predicted because no temperature logger data was
available to train models, the temperature was assumed to be the same as the
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closest receiver with similar habitat type and depth. Acoustic detections were then
matched with water temperature based on the temporally closest available water
temperature for the respective receiver. Overall, RF models had a mean squared
error ranging from 0.17 - 1.41 °C (mean: 0.67 °C; Table A4.1).

4.2.6 | Statistical analysis
The allometry of home range size and daily energy consumption were explored
with least squares regression in the base R ‘stats’ package (R Core Team 2019).
Before fitting regressions, body mass, home range size (i.e., overall trimmed 95%
kernels) and mean daily consumption estimates were natural log transformed.
ln(home range size) and ln(mean daily consumption) were separately plotted
against ln(body mass), and confidence intervals of model parameters were
determined using the ‘confint’ function. Lastly, final model formulas were
exponentiated to establish the power functions describing the allometric scaling of
home range size and daily consumption.

4.3 | Results
4.3.1 | Deployments
Home range size and daily energy consumption were estimated for 18
individuals, ranging in estimated body mass from 2.32 to 17.76 kg (Table 4.1).
Two individuals left the array of acoustic receivers within 12 days of being tagged,
and as such did not provide sufficient data for estimation of home ranges or daily
energy consumption. One of the 18 sharks was also excluded from further analysis
because it demonstrated an uncharacteristically small home range, indicating that
it died or shed its tag (Table 4.1). For the remaining 17 individuals, home range
size ranged from 2.04 to 21.35 km2 (Fig. A4.2); overall daily energy consumption
ranged from 712.83 to 7,358.18 kJ day-1, and SMR from 374.68 to 3,382.10 kJ
day-1 (Table 4.1). Sharks were active for the vast majority of detections, ranging
from 93.40% to 100.00% of detections. Overall, temperatures experienced by
sharks ranged from 20.20 °C to 41.40 °C. Mean temperatures experienced varied
among individuals, ranging from 26.10 °C to 30.10 °C (Table 4.1). However, there
was no evidence that body mass had an influence on mean temperature
experienced (t=1.49, p=0.16) (Fig. A4.3).
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Figure 4.1 Home ranges of
different sharks in Bimini, BHS,
demonstrating how home range
size increased with body size:
A) 2.30 kg and 1.82 km2; B)
9.74 kg & 9.38 km2; C) 17.76
kg & 16.71 km2. Receiver
locations are indicated by grey
dots.
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Table 4.1 Summary of biometrics, home range size, consumption, and SMR of all sharks.
Date
Tagged
6/04/2019
6/04/2019
12/04/2019
12/04/2019
20/04/2019
21/04/2019
5/05/2019
6/05/2019
6/05/2019
6/05/2019
8/05/2019
16/05/2019
18/05/2019
19/05/2019
19/05/2019
21/05/2019
3/06/2019
4/07/2019
7/07/2019
20/07/2019

Sex
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F

Total length
(cm)
131.00
145.00
99.00
126.00
121.00
113.00
163.00
102.20
108.00
131.50
134.40
97.00
144.50
78.00
127.00
97.50
179.00
154.00
133.00
115.00

Mass
(kg)
10.94
14.83
4.73
9.74
8.63
7.03
21.06
5.20
6.14
11.07
11.82
4.45
14.68
2.32
9.97
4.52
27.87
17.76
11.45
7.41

No. of
detections
4,951
1,515
2,807
1,971
1,548
2,948
48
380
2,151
2,214
2,675
300
2,361
822
1,311
817
13
1,374
1,744
1,184

% of
detections
active
84.62
93.40
99.90
96.95
100.00
100.00
98.44
97.44
99.21
99.79
94.39
99.89
100.00
100.00
100.00
96.71
99.87
100.00

No. days
detected
233
176
199
177
148
184
12
84
163
178
151
50
173
105
147
92
1
112
124
61

Mean
temp (°C)
27.80
29.20
27.10
28.90
28.90
28.20
27.30
28.40
28.30
29.60
28.80
28.70
29.00
28.90
26.10
28.70
28.40
30.10

Total home
range size
(km2)
1.52†
17.76
3.63
9.38
16.11
2.04
-‡
16.00
5.03
21.35
7.21
3.34
10.63
1.82
19.17
9.96
-‡
16.71
14.42
6.97

Mean
consumption
(kJ day-1)
22,038.63
5,588.03
13,817.21
13,139.65
8,838.31
-‡
7,231.43
9,188.82
20,594.52
18,911.67
5,595.66
26,170.02
2,184.66
16,233.09
5,485.78
-‡
30,604.17
16,939.89
11,122.32

Mean
SMR (kJ
day-1)
2,678.84
731.00
1,706.64
1,458.90
1,160.48
-‡
823.95
1,071.68
1,885.80
2,203.44
715.21
2,673.90
374.68
1,786.53
671.60
-‡
3,382.10
1,990.40
1,424.70

Shark was removed from analysis due to an uncharacteristically small home range indicating that the shark died, or the tag
was shed prematurely.
‡
Insufficient data was recorded to allow estimation of home range or consumption rates
†
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4.3.2 | Home range and consumption allometry
Body mass demonstrated a significant positive influence on home range size
(r2=0.47; F1,15=13.41, p<0.01), daily energy consumption (r2=0.98; F1,15=1032,
p<0.01), and daily mean SMR (r2=0.48; F1,15=15.51, p<0.01). Home range size
scaled positively with body mass with an allometric exponent of 1.01 (95% CI:
0.42-1.60) (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). Daily energy consumption also scaled positively
with body mass with an allometric exponent of 1.15 (95% CI: 1.11-1.18) (Fig.
4.2). As such, the greater scaling exponent of consumption than home range,
indicated that sharks were using and extracting more energy per unit area as body
mass increased. Lastly, mean daily SMR scaled with a slightly lower allometric
exponent than FMR at 1.10 (95% CI: 1.05-1.15) (Fig. 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Natural-log linear function between home range size (left) and mean
daily consumption (right) with corresponding allometric scaling relationship and
r2. For comparison, mean daily SMR (open circles, grey line) is provided plotted
along with daily energy consumption. Allometric scaling relationships were
established by exponentiation of the natural logarithm function.
4.4 | Discussion
The simultaneous measurement of the field energy requirements and home range
size of free-ranging lemon sharks in the current study represents the first direct
field test of whether allometric changes in home range size scale proportionality
to changes in field energetic requirements in any animal. Laboratory derived
estimates of basal or standard metabolic rates have generally been used as
indication of field energy requirements (McNab 1963; Haskell et al. 2002; Jetz et
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al. 2004; Tamburello et al. 2015). However, using basal or standard metabolic
rate would misrepresent the relationship between energy requirements and home
range size if field energy requirements scale differently. Our results indicated that
field energy requirements scaled similarly to SMR, as assumed by previous models
describing the influence of energy requirements on home range scaling. This
similarity contrasts with the general trend that field energy requirements tend to
differ from basal metabolic rate, however the difference is small (Nagy 2005).
Nevertheless, our results confirmed that models based on basal metabolic scaling
rates theoretically should apply to lemon sharks. As a result, we can begin to
disentangle the effects of energy requirements versus other potential mechanisms
of home range allometry in a higher vertebrate group. In particular, the intense
pressures faced by nursery bound juvenile elasmobranchs provide a unique
system for examining the effects of predation risk and resource competition.

4.4.1 | Role of energy requirements
The necessity to meet metabolic energy requirements is one of the most
fundamental drivers of animal ecology, placing large constraints on behaviours
and life history of individuals (Brown et al. 2004). As such, it is expected that the
home range size of animals directly represents their energy requirements; at a
minimum, home ranges should scale similarly or greater than basal energy
requirements (McNab 1963). This trend has widely held interspecifically across
many taxa, including birds, mammals, reptiles and fishes (Tamburello et al. 2015).
However, the shallower ontogenetic scaling rate of home range size (M1.01) than
field energy consumption (M1.15) reported here paradoxically did not match such
expectations, suggesting that mechanisms influencing home range scaling rates
do not apply universally across different levels of taxonomic organization.
Moreover, our data showed that energy requirements alone could not be
responsible for the scaling rate of home range size, agreeing with recent models
that suggest several other ecological factors can alter the scaling exponents of
home range size (Haskell et al. 2002; Jetz et al. 2004; Carbone et al. 2005). For
instance, body size dependent risk of predation and resource competition, which
have regularly been identified as drivers of animal space use (Avgar et al. 2013).
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4.4.2 Role of predation risk
It is well established that predation pressure has a stark influence on the
distribution and movements of animals (Preisser & Orrock 2012). While larger
animals are afforded a size refuge from predation, smaller animals may rely more
heavily on habitat refuges to mitigate risk of mortality from predation (Chase
1999). As such, smaller animals often constrain the distance travelled from a
refuge and occupy habitats with high refuge densities compared to larger animals
(Crowell et al. 2016). In particular, many elasmobranchs species, including lemon
sharks limit their movements to small areas of coastal habitat during their early
life stages to take advantage of the protection provided by shallow embayments
and fringing vegetation (Heupel et al. 2007). Moreover, given that smaller lemon
sharks are known to show large changes in their spatial distributions on hourly
time scales in response to tidally mediated predator presence (Wetherbee et al.
2007; Guttridge et al. 2012), it is likely that their home range size is similarly
influenced by predation risk. Interestingly, predation risk has been shown to have
little effect on home range scaling rates in some species of parrotfish (Welsh et
al. 2013). However, this disparity may be a product of biases in home range
estimations caused by short observation periods (<24 hrs)

or differing

methodologies used between age classes. Alternatively, the different habitat
requirements of lemon sharks from many reef teleost fishes, which forage and
refuge within the same habitat could functionally reduce the influence of predation
risk on behaviours, as there is little need to move to find resources. This is in
contrast to central place foragers, including juvenile lemon sharks that refuge and
forage in different habitats (Orians & Pearson 1979). Furthermore, reef fishes,
including smaller meso-predators (e.g., grouper, snapper) are able to use caves
and tunnels within the reef substrate as refuges, which may effectively minimize
exposure to predators throughout all life stages. The ability of lemon sharks to
use refuge habitats, on the other hand, decreases as body size increases, and
consequently lemon sharks are forced to use deeper habitats at large sizes
(Morrissey & Gruber 1993). Although, predation risk would theoretically be
reduced by increased body size, expansions into more exposed habitats can
introduce a new suite of predators (e.g., hammerhead sharks Sphyrna mokarran,
tiger sharks Galeocerdo cuvier, bull sharks Carcharhinus leucas), which may
decouple the usual inverse relationship between body size and predation risk.
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Accordingly, we believe that because smaller animals face higher predation risk
and all individuals were at body sizes prone to predation from other coastal shark
species, the home range scaling rates of sharks here were likely reduced as a
result of predation risk.

4.4.3 | Role of resource competition
Theory has proposed that in the face of competition, animals should increase their
home range area to mitigate resource limitations, resulting in home range size
scaling at greater rates than energy requirements (Haskell et al. 2002; Jetz et al.
2004). However, the level of competition faced by animals, and thus its influence
on home range size intrinsically depends on the abundance of resources within a
system (Haskell et al. 2002). For example, during hyper-productive periods of the
year, resource surpluses have been shown to result in substantially reduced home
range sizes in wild rodents (Schoepf et al. 2015; Mazzamuto et al. 2020) and
ungulates (Vianna et al. 2013). However, high juvenile mortality rates, as well as
rapid decreases in body condition have commonly been linked to starvation in
multiple species of coastal elasmobranchs, indicating that high levels of resource
competition are a common characteristic within nursery habitats (Bush & Holland
2002; Heupel & Simpfendorfer 2005). Likewise, juvenile lemon sharks within this
system are shown to have high mortality rates of 54% in each of the first three
years of life, indicating strong resource limitations in addition to predation
(Dibattista et al. 2007). Therefore, it is likely that there was considerable resource
competition that would have a positive effect on home range scaling rates;
however, this was not observed here.
Alternatively, the prediction that increased competition leads to increased
home range scaling rates may not apply if the advantages of additional resource
allocation driving hoe range expansions are negated by top-down pressures, such
as risk of mortality from predation (Gallagher et al. 2017). For instance, where
competition cannot be mitigated through relocation, there may be amplified
selection for the most competitive behavioural and life history strategies. In
contest competition dynamics, larger individuals are generally afforded a
competitive advantage due to their physical superiority to smaller individuals
(Fausch & White 1981). However, under scramble competition dynamics, smaller,
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slower growing individuals could have a fitness advantage if their lower metabolic
requirements reduced the risk of starvation owing to resource limitations (Wilson
2014). Although the competitive dynamics of lemon sharks are not well defined,
given that lemon sharks display group living behaviour and show little evidence of
conspecific aggression (Guttridge et al. 2009), the majority of their competitive
interactions are likely characterised by scramble dynamics. In accordance with
this prediction, previous studies on the same population of lemon sharks have
shown that smaller, slower growing individuals demonstrated the highest survival
rates during the first few years of life, indicating selection for conservative life
history strategies (e.g., lower metabolic rate, slower growth; Dibattista et al.
2007; Hussey et al. 2017). As a result, conservative strategies may predominate
within this population, especially in the surviving larger juveniles, reducing the
mean metabolic rate of the population, and as such, the population home range
scaling rate. Therefore, scramble competition may have caused a reduced the
scaling rate of home range size here, opposing the effect of contest competition
and predictions of recent home range scaling models (Haskell et al. 2002; Jetz et
al. 2004). Of course, in theory, competitive pressures may be alleviated with
increased body size, owing to ontogenetic dietary changes and changes in
biomechanical performance. While we were unable to assess the competitive
dynamics within this population, due to a lack of ontogenetic dietary information
and estimates of prey and population demographics, future studies should
consider the dynamic effects of competition on home range scaling across
ontogeny.
4.4.4 | Conclusion
We were unable to fully disentangle the functional effects of competition from
predation risk on home range scaling, confounding our ability to draw general
conclusions. However, it is possible that selection for conservative life histories by
scramble competition is only apparent in situations where capacity for relocation
is constrained by biological or environmental factors (e.g., predation risk,
physiological or topographical barriers). Moreover, given that home ranges of
lemon sharks scaled at even lower rates than their SMR, our data suggests that
predation risk can place strong constraints on home range size and in some
circumstances may even outweigh the risk of starvation from resource scarcity.
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To better understand the interrelationship of predation risk and competition, it
would be interesting to compare how the survival of animals under scramble
competition dynamics varies across similar nursery habitats with differing levels
of predation risk. Despite this limitation, our analysis demonstrated the potential
of using field-based measurements of metabolic requirements for explaining
emergent patterns in the life history strategies and distributions of vertebrates
across landscapes. For example, the unexpectedly shallow scaling rate of home
range size observed here highlights some considerable inconsistencies with the
predictions of well-established models that predict that resource competition (i.e.,
reductions in resource availability per capita individuals) should lead to an
increased home range scaling rate. Moreover, our results highlight the
complexities of the relationship between competition and home range size,
revealing that constraints on movement and the dynamics of competition
experienced may determine whether the relationship is positive or negative.
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Chapter 5 Running
out
of
time:
behavioural
constraints
limit capacity to cope with
thermally
increased
metabolic demands
5.0 | Abstract
Increased environmental temperatures result in greater energy demands for
ectotherms, however it is currently not clear if these energy demands can
effectively be met by increased foraging effort. Here, we tested the temperature
dependence of foraging effort and metabolic rate in an aquatic ectotherm across
its entire temperature range. We developed a novel hidden Markov model to
detect behavioural states from long-term body acceleration data from bull sharks
between 19 and 33 °C and found that increasing temperature both altered the
temporal dynamics and extent of foraging effort. Our data revealed asymmetrical
increases of metabolic demands and foraging effort. The temperature dependence
of foraging effort decreased with increasing temperatures and standard metabolic
rates increased with increasing temperatures, causing animals to face energy
deficits and experience body condition losses at high temperatures. We suggest
that this decoupling occurs owing to shifts in the trade-offs that mediate the
behavioural decisions of individuals (e.g., starvation risk vs predation risk),
coupled with time constraints placed by high afternoon temperatures. These
findings highlight that the capacity of animals to cope with increases in
environmental temperatures is fundamentally limited and likely has adverse
impacts on species survival and persistence at temperatures well below identified
critical temperatures.
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5.1 | Introduction
The rate that animals gain energy is one of the most important factors governing
species’ ecology and fitness (Brown et al. 2004). Energy provides the fuel for all
physiological processes supporting life (e.g., respiration, nervous function, cellular
maintenance), as well as providing the fuel to generate growth, reproduction, and
different behaviours (Sibly et al. 2012). The requirement to provide energy to fuel
these processes strictly governs animal behaviours, particularly foraging, in that
when energy stores are low animals must forage to maintain body condition and
function. While foraging increases energy acquisition, it may also increase risk of
predation. As a result, animals adaptively adjust their behaviours to balance these
positive and negative effects on fitness (Werner & Hall 1988; Werner & Anholt
1993). However, the rate that animals use energy, and by extension, the
frequency that animals must forage is influenced by a myriad of external factors
and biological traits that directly impact metabolic rate or indirectly influence the
ability of animals to acquire food. Therefore, understanding the influence of
environmental factors on species’ ability to forage and meet daily energy demands
is critical for species fitness and population persistence under rapidly changing
environmental conditions.
In ectotherms, temperature is the predominant environmental factor driving
metabolic rate. Typically, standard metabolic rate increases two to three-fold with
every 10 °C rise in temperature (Gillooly et al. 2001). As a result, to maintain
body condition, ectotherms must increase their energy intake as temperatures
rise. When resources are not a limiting factor, animals can meet these increased
energy demands by increasing foraging effort. For example, in captive
experiments where food is supplied ad libitum, foraging rates of fishes and
crustaceans increase proportionally to metabolic rate as temperature increases
(Baldwin 1957; Elner 1980; Cui & Wootton 1988; Nowicki et al. 2012). However,
in the wild, there are several external factors that may limit animals’ foraging
times and success and as a result, may curtail their ability to meet increased
energy demands at higher temperatures.
Obtaining enough food to meet energy needs while simultaneously trying not
to be eaten is a pervasive trade-off that limits the timing of foraging for many
organisms, including lower-level predators. Animals tend to limit foraging to times
when predators are less abundant or when the likelihood of predation is reduced,
such as during the day when detectability of predators is higher (Lima & Dill 1990;
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Heithaus & Dill 2006). Moreover, the suppressive effects of predation risk on the
frequency and duration of foraging can be exacerbated under heightened
temperatures (Miller et al. 2014). However, many species also prefer to forage
during a certain time of the day, when foraging efficiency can be maximized due
to species-specific traits that are optimized under specific conditions (Erkert 2000;
Bosiger & McCormick 2014; Hammerschlag et al. 2017). For example, animals
that display nocturnal foraging patterns possess adaptations that enhance sensory
capabilities in low-light conditions, such as retroreflective optical tissues (Gruber
1977), electrical sensory abilities (Kramer 1996), or pressure receptive cells
(Bleckmann & Zelick 2009). Combined, variation in predation risk and species’
ability to capture prey across the day, among other factors, may constrain the
capacity of free-ranging animals to extend their foraging times or shift temporal
foraging niches in the wild.
This study aimed to test how temperature induced increases in metabolic rate
affects the duration and timing of foraging behaviour in an ectotherm experiencing
drastic seasonal temperature changes. We applied hidden Markov models to
biotelemetry tag derived activity data from an ectothermic mesopredator (juvenile
bull sharks, Carcharhinus leucas) within the Fitzroy River, Kimberley, Western
Australia to infer temporal variation in foraging effort (i.e., time spent foraging).
The Fitzroy river serves as a “natural mesocosm” to explore the effects of
temperature on species physiology and ecology because extreme fluctuations in
river flow cause animals to be seasonally constrained to small pools, where they
are forced to endure increases in water temperatures. As water temperature
increase, we hypothesize that time spent foraging would increase, with initial
expansions to temporal foraging niches occurring overnight when temperatures
(and therefore metabolic rates) and risk of predation are lowest.
5.2| Methods
5.2.1 | Study site
This study was conducted in the freshwater reaches of the Fitzroy River, located
in the Kimberley region of Western Australia, Australia. This environment is highly
dynamic, experiencing environmental extremes with rainfall restricted to a distinct
wet season (approximately mid-December to May). During the wet season,
monsoonal rains fill the river catchment and the river is fully connected, whereas,
during the dry season, flow drops and in most years eventually ceases, forming
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separated pools that are fed only by local aquifers (CSIRO 2018). Within these
pools, aquatic animals become trapped until flow increases again in the wet
season, forcing animals to cope with prevailing environmental conditions, making
this an ideal natural system for studying the ecophysiology of wild animals.
Through the dry season, mean daily water temperature gradually increases from
around 18 °C to approximately 35 °C (Whitty et al. 2017; Lear et al. 2020).
Specifically, this study was conducted in two different pools over 100 km upstream
from the mouth of the river.
5.2.2 | Capture and tagging
Bull sharks (Carcharhinus leucas) were captured from July to August, in both
2015 and 2016 from a 4-m motorized skiff, using gillnets (152-202 mm
stretched mesh). Once captured, sharks were held horizontally next to the skiff,
and the sex of each animal was recorded and the total length (TL) and girth
were measured. After measurements, two acoustic transmitters (V13T & V13AP;
Vemco, Innovasea, NS, CAN) were surgically implanted into the peritoneal cavity
of sharks through a small incision anterior to the pelvic fins, and sharks were
released. Once released, V13T tags transmitted a temperature reading (°C;
accuracy: ±0.50 °C, resolution: 0.15 °C) and V13AP tags alternately transmitted
body acceleration data (m/s2) and depth data (m; accuracy: ±1.70 m,
resolution: 0.08 m). For each body acceleration transmission, triaxial
acceleration was recorded at 5 Hz for a 20-s period and was processed onboard
tags and transmitted as mean vectorial dynamic body acceleration (VeDBA). All
tags transmitted data with a random nominal delay between 120 to 180 s, to
reduce overlap of transmissions between tags. Tags had a battery life of
approximately 250 days, which only allowed for sharks to be tracked for a single
dry season within the study system. By only tracking over a single dry season,
when the river pools act essentially as enclosed systems, we excluded any large
influences in shark behaviours owing to ontogenetic in dietary preferences or
seasonal differences in prey distributions and availability. Transmissions were
recorded by acoustic receivers (VR2W; Vemco, Innovasea, NS, CAN) placed
approximately 500 m apart throughout the length of each pool. Receivers had a
detection range of 300-400 m (Whitty et al. 2017). All animal use was
conducted under a Murdoch University Animal Ethics permit (no. RW2757/15).
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5.2.3 | Data pre-processing
All data processing and analyses were conducted in R (version 3.5.2, R Core
Team 2019). Prior to analysis, false detections were removed from the dataset.
Detections of a given ID were considered false if they were recorded only once on
a given receiver within a one-hour period or when subsequent detections recorded
by different receivers were too close in time for an individual to reasonably travel
the distance separating the receivers. Additionally, some sharks likely deceased
due to natural causes (i.e., predation or starvation) or expelled tags before the
end of tag battery life, indicated by consistent depth use and zero body
acceleration. Therefore, data after apparent death or tag expulsion was excluded
prior to analysis. Detections were then pooled into hourly bins, and the mean
hourly VeDBA, temperature, and depth for each individual were calculated for the
duration of deployments.
5.2.4 | Vertical movement
To examine how vertical movement of sharks was influenced by temperature
throughout the year, we used generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs; ‘mgcv’
package, Wood & Wood 2015). Average hourly depth was modelled as a function
of hour of the day and temperature, with individual ID included as a random effect.
Hour of the day was fit using a cyclic cubic regression spline, whereas temperature
was included in models via an interaction with depth because we were primarily
interested in how the diel vertical movements pattern of sharks changed as a
function of increasing daily temperature. An autoregressive correlation structure
at time lag=1, nested within individual was also included in models to account for
serial autocorrelation in depth. Models with all possible combinations of covariates
were constructed, and compared based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC),
with a decrease >2 considered as an improvement in model fit (Zuur et al. 2009).
All models were constructed using a Gaussian error distribution, and the final
model fit was assessed based on inspection of residual plots.
5.2.5 | Behavioural pattern
To examine how foraging patterns changed as a function of increasing water
temperature, acceleration data were analysed using a hidden Markov model
(HMM). HMMs are a class of stochastic time-series models that allows an observed
time-series (e.g., acceleration time-series) to be decoded into the most likely
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sequence of underlying, hidden states. These states can be considered as noisy
measurements of behaviours, which cannot be explicitly observed (Leos-Barajas
et al. 2016). Predicted state-sequences can then be decomposed to compute the
probability of animals being in different states as a function of various covariates.
HMMs have widely been used in ecological research to decode different movement
modes (e.g., transient vs resident) in spatial movement data from biotelemetry
tags, however, they are more generally applicable for classifying observations
from various types of time-series data into different behavioural states, including
mark-recapture, consecutive diving behaviours, and biologger data (e.g.,
acceleration) (Zucchini et al. 2016). Importantly, the conditional probability
structure of HMMs makes them appropriate for modelling serially auto-correlated
data, such as time-series data (Langrock et al., 2012; Leos-Barajas et al., 2016;
Zucchini et al., 2016). Here, we used HMMs to decode hourly time-series of
acceleration data (i.e., VeDBA) from acoustic tags into relative activity states, as
proxies for different behaviours. We then used predicted state-sequences to
compute the probability of sharks being in each activity state, as a function of time
of day and average daily water temperature.
We developed a two-state HMM, where sharks were in either a low-activity state
or a high-activity state, based on mean hourly VeDBA values from acoustic tags.
Given that carcharhinid sharks are active-search predators that swim at higher
velocities when pursuing and attacking prey , the low-activity and high-activity
state would likely represent swimming characteristic of rest and cruising versus
searching and foraging behaviours, respectively. Hourly VeDBA observations were
assumed to be conditionally independent given the states, using Gamma statedependent distributions. The state-process was assumed to be governed by a firstorder Markov process (i.e., the probability of being in the current state was
conditionally dependent on the previous state). The evolution of the activity states
over time was governed by a non-homogenous transition probability matrix
(t.p.m.), Γ, defined as:
(𝑡)

𝛾𝑖,𝑖
𝛤= ⋮
(𝑡)
𝛾𝑗,𝑖

(𝑡)

… 𝛾𝑖,𝑗
⋱
⋮
(𝑡)
… 𝛾𝑗,𝑗

(1)

(𝑡)

where 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 is the probability of transitioning from state i to state j at time t. Using
row-wise multinomial logit links, the entries of the t.p.m. were calculated as a
function of two covariates: average daily temperature and hour of the day.
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Importantly, temperature was averaged over each day before inclusion as a
covariate because the variation in hourly temperature intrinsically comprises
seasonal and daily variation. Therefore, including temperature on a daily timescale
reduced the information of the covariate to seasonal variation. Additionally, we
avoided problems with multicollinearity between time of the day and temperature,
as the daily variation in temperature was captured by hour of the day covariate.
Hour of the day was
corresponding

to

a

included using four trigonometric functions: two

24-hour

cycle

(sin(2πt/24),

cos(2πt/24))

and

two

corresponding to a 12-hour cycle (sin(2πt/12), cos(2πt/12)). As we were primarily
interested in how diel behavioural patterns evolved as a function of seasonal
temperature, interactions between daily temperature and all four hour-of-the-day
trigonometric functions were also included. Accordingly, entries of the t.p.m. were
a function of the following equation:
(𝑡)
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24
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𝛾1,2 = 𝛽 + 𝛽(𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝) + 𝛽 (sin (

(2)

with β indicating the covariate coefficient.
To account for differences in VeDBA between individuals that may occur as a
result of different body sizes (Gleiss et al. 2011b; Qasem et al. 2012), separate
Gamma state-distribution parameters (i.e., mean and variance) were estimated
for each individual. Additionally, temperature has a pronounced influence on the
physiology and biomechanical performance of ectotherms, typically described by
a bell-shaped thermal performance curve (Rall & Woledge 1990; Angilletta Jr et
al. 2002). Consequently, the rate of body movement associated with behaviours
can intrinsically increase with temperature, causing higher acceleration values,
without the animal necessarily changing the frequency of occurrence of different
behaviours. Therefore, to prevent from overestimating the amount of time spent
within a behavioural state, it is crucial to account for such thermally associated
changes in performance. To accommodate these temperature-varying state
accelerations within our model, individual-specific (and state-dependent) VeDBA
means were expressed as nonparametric functions of time of the year modelled
using P-splines (using 15 β-spline basis functions of 4th order, and smoothing
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parameters chosen subjectively based on visual inspection of the goodness of fit).
The model thus is a special case of a Markov-switching generalised additive model
(Langrock et al., 2017). The same t.p.m. was used across all individuals, assuming
the same effect of covariates on all individuals.
HMMs were fit using numerical maximum likelihood estimation using the nlm
optimizer in R (R Core Team 2019), with 1000 iterations run using randomized
starting distribution parameter values before maximization to ensure global
maxima were identified. Once the final model was established, the Viterbi
algorithm was applied to decode the optimal state-sequence underlying each
individual VeDBA time series, given the estimated individual state-dependent
distributions and covariate dependent state transition probabilities (Zucchini et al.
2016). Lastly, to estimate the probability of sharks being in each activity state as
a function of hour of the day and temperature, the marginal probabilities of states
were determined from the stationary distributions at all observed combinations of
covariate values (Patterson et al. 2009).
To determine how sharks increased foraging effort as a function of
temperature, we examined the relationship between the time spent in the foraging
state (i.e., high-activity state) each day and the daily water temperature. Daily
percentage time foraging was calculated as a proxy of daily foraging effort based
on Viterbi sequences estimated for each individual from HMMs. Percentage time
foraging was calculated by dividing the number of hours that an individual was
estimated to be in the high-activity (i.e., foraging) state each day by 24. Daily
estimates of percentage time foraging for each individual were grouped into onedegree temperature bins, based on mean daily temperature. The mean percentage
time spent foraging was estimated for each individual within each bin. The
relationship between daily percentage time foraging and temperature was then
explored using a logarithmic growth curve.
To determine how foraging effort changed with metabolic demand, daily
energy expenditure was estimated for each individual using the predictive
equation established by Lear et al. (2020):

ṀO2 = 𝑒 (

−0.48
+24.16)
𝑇𝑘

+ 906.58(VeDBA) + 9.65

(3),

where T is the body temperature in kelvin and k is Boltzmann’s constant (8.62×10–
5

eV K−1).
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Mean hourly temperature and mean hourly VeDBA recorded by tags for each
individual was input into the equation to estimate mean hourly energy
expenditure. For each day, the mean hourly energy expenditure for each individual
was estimated and multiplied by 24 to represent mean daily energy expenditure.
To allow comparison between individuals, although most individuals did not
substantially vary in size (Table 5.1), mass-specific daily energy expenditure
estimates (mg O2 kg-0.86 day-1) were used.
5.3 | RESULTS
5.3.1 | Deployments
Between 2015 and 2016, acoustic transmitters were deployed in 16 bull sharks.
However, only seven sharks were detected frequently enough to meet data
completeness requirements for HMMs (≥90% detection rate; Zucchini et al. 2016)
and were thus included in analysis (Table 5.1). These seven sharks were

Sex

Duration
monitored
(hr)

Data
completeness
(%)

Temperature
range
(°C)

Mean
temp
(°C)

Time in
foraging
state (%)

-

1365

0.92

22.78 - 33.38

29.01

31.87

1362

-

2478

0.98

21.40 - 32.61

27.64

47.98

870

M

2405

0.90

19.41 - 28.09

23.25

47.90

15/07/2016

830

F

1718

0.96

20.12 - 28.94

24.82

45.69

15/07/2016

980

F

2101

0.99

20.14 - 31.05

25.71

45.69

15/07/2016

802

M

2128

0.99

20.20 - 31.43

25.48

44.22

15/07/2016

948

F

2123

1.00

19.88 - 31.50

25.41

44.80

Mean

947.42

2,045.43

0.96

26.17

44.02

Deployment
date

TL
(mm)

14/08/2015

840

14/08/2015
13/07/2016

monitored for a total of 14,318 hrs (mean: 2,045.43±387.84 hrs) over 602 days
(mean: 86±16.44 days) (Table 5.1). Mean hourly temperature ranged from 19.41
°C to 32.73 °C (mean: 26.13±3.37 °C), with mean temperature increasing
throughout the duration of the deployments (Fig. 5.1). Hourly mean VeDBA values
ranged from 0.10 m/s2 to 4.24 m/s2 (mean: 0.71±0.25 m/s2) and generally
increased throughout the dry season (Fig. 5.1). Hourly mean depth use varied
from -0.30 m to 3.76 m (mean: 0.49±0.61 m).
Table 5.1 Deployment summary for sharks used in this study.
5.3.2 | Vertical movement
The final GAMM included an interaction between hour of the day and average daily
temperature, with individual ID as a random effect (Table 5.2). Sharks
demonstrated clear diel vertical movements throughout the season, using deeper
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waters during the middle of the day and shallower waters during the nocturnal
period (Fig. 5.2). However, the diel pattern was more pronounced at lower water
temperatures, with substantial differences observed between daytime and nighttime depth use during cooler periods, which decreased as daily water temperature
increased. Specifically, early in the dry season, at daily temperatures of 19 °C,
mean hourly depth varied by nearly 1.50 m throughout the day. In comparison,
at temperatures near 31 °C, mean hourly depth varied by less than 0.50 m
throughout the entire diel period (Fig. 5.2). It is important to note that during
most years, the maximum depth throughout most of the stretch of river pools is
around 2 m, with an absolute maximum depth of about 5 m. The timing of
shallowest and deepest depths occupied also changed as daily water temperature
increased (Fig. 5.2). As temperature increased, the period of shallowest depth use
gradually shifted from evening (~21:00 at 20 °C) to early morning (~05:00 at 32
°C), whereas the shift in deepest depth use was relatively smaller, from latemorning (~10:00 at 20 °C) to mid-afternoon (~15:00 at 32 °C).

Figure 5.1 Time-series of the mean hourly temperature and VeDBA for the whole
deployment from a single shark. VeDBA is coloured by activity state, which was
decoded via the Viterbi algorithm.
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Table 5.2 Depth use GAMM selection table. Models ranked by AIC. ‘x’ indicates
an interaction between terms.
Covariates

df

logLik

AIC

Time of day x Temperature + IDRand (corAR1)

19

-5,134.12

10,306.24

ΔAIC

Time of day x Temperature + IDRand

18

-26,983.31

54,002.62

43,696.38

Time of day + IDRand

4

-27,001.99

54,011.98

43,705.74

IDRand

3

-27,188.77

54,383.53

44,077.29

-

5.3.3 | Behavioural pattern
The final hidden Markov model had two states, which were interpreted as different
activity states associated with different behavioural modes. The first state had a
lower mean and standard deviation of log(VeDBA), hereafter called the “resting
state”, and was inferred to represent resting or slow swimming associated with
routine behaviours. The second state had a higher mean and greater standard
deviation of log(VeDBA), hereafter called the “foraging state”, and was inferred to
represent fast and burst swimming associated with prey searching and foraging
behaviours. These interpretations are similar to those of other studies that have
identified activity states of fish based on acceleration data (Papastamatiou et al.
2018; Byrnes et al. 2021a). The probability of sharks being in either activity state
changed as a function of hour of the day and mean daily water temperature, which
displayed an interactive influence. Selection criteria did not support inclusion of
the other covariates.
Sharks demonstrated a clear diel cycle in the activity-state pattern, with
the probability of the foraging state generally lowest during the day, and highest
during the night-time or early morning. However, the timing and duration of
periods when sharks were most likely to be in the foraging state shifted as
temperature increased (Fig. 5.2). When daily temperatures were lower, sharks
demonstrated a nocturnal activity pattern, where the probability of the foraging
state peaked overnight and was lowest during the day. At higher temperatures
sharks demonstrated more of a crepuscular activity pattern. Notably, as
temperature increased, the duration of the resting period during the day
decreased and simultaneously shifted to later in the afternoon. In contrast, as
temperature increased, the duration of the foraging period increased and shifted
to later in the night, and eventually morning. For instance, at 20 °C the probability
of the foraging state peaked for about an hour from 02:00 to 03:00 and was lowest
for multiple hours from 08:00 to 16:00. At 31 °C the probability of the foraging
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state was highest for multiple hours from 04:00 to 09:00 and was lowest for
approximately an hour from 16:00 to 17:00 (Fig. 5.2).
Overall, sharks spent a mean of 44.02% of the time in the foraging state,
with little individual variation, apart from one individual (Table 5.1). However,
sharks spent relatively more time in the foraging state as daily water temperature
increased through the season (Fig. 5.1, 5.2), shifting from the majority of time
spent in the resting state at cooler temperatures to the majority of the time spent
in the foraging state at warmer temperatures. Sharks spent an average of 12.69%
of the day in the foraging state at 20 °C, increasing to 63.44% of the day at 31
°C (Fig. 5.3). More specifically, the time spent foraging each day increased
exponentially between daily temperatures of 19.00 - 23.16 °C with a Q10 of 14.71,
after which the daily time spent foraging increased logarithmically with a Q10 of
2.27 from 23.16 – 31.00 °C (Fig. 5.3).

Figure 5.2 Daily patterns of the probability of being in the high-activity state (i.e.,
foraging state; left) and mean hourly depth (right) as a function of daily
temperatures. Lines are coloured by temperature from 20 to 31 °C, represented
by the transition from blue to red. Daily light periods are indicated by background
shading on plots, with the grey areas indicating nocturnal periods, which were
determined based on the average sunset and sunrise times over the entire study
period.
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Figure 5.3 Mean daily proportion of time spent foraging each day for each
individual as a function of temperature. Estimates of the percentage of time spent
foraging each day were grouped into one-degree temperature bins based on mean
daily temperature, and the mean for each bin for each individual was estimated.
Each point represents an individual within a temperature bin and is coloured by
mean daily FMR observed for an individual within a temperature bin. The vertical
dotted line indicates the point of inflection of the curve (23.16 °C).
5.4 | DISCUSSION
For the first time, this study showed that increases in the foraging effort of a freeranging marine predator do not necessarily increase proportionally to metabolic
demands. In order to grow and survive in changing environments, the foraging of
animals should increase to meet temperature induced exponential increases in
their metabolic demands, and as such foraging effort should also increase
exponentially with temperature. However, our results demonstrated that as
temperature increases the amount of time invested in foraging increased
asymptotically, causing a temperature induced decoupling of energy intake and
output.
Assuming that foraging time should be proportional to energy gain
(Calcagno et al. 2014), one would expect that the thermal dependence of foraging
time is similar to that of energy intake. In ectotherms, both metabolic rate and
maximum energy intake are known to be temperature dependent, however, their
responses to temperature are markedly different, causing net energy gain to be
temperature dependent. Englund et al. (2011, but see Grigaltchick et al. 2012)
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have shown the temperature dependency of energy intake to be steeper at lower
temperatures than metabolic rate, but the difference is stabilized toward
intermediate temperatures, and at higher temperatures, the temperature
dependency of energy intake exhibits a shallower and opposing response to that
of metabolism. The resultant effect of this pattern is a bell-shaped thermal growth
response (Brett et al. 1969).
The decoupling of energy expenditure and foraging observed here has the
ramification of changing net energy intake as a function of temperature. At lower
temperatures, the faster rate of increase in energy intake than metabolism would
have resulted in a net energy surplus, which would afford growth. However,
decreased energy gain at higher temperatures could cause animals go into an
energy deficit and potentially starve if sufficient internal energy reserves are not
available. Indeed, bull sharks within this system have been shown to experience
a net energy loss over the dry season, losing 30% of their body mass between
July and December (Lear et al. 2020). However, we could not determine whether
or not the onset of regular net energy losses coincided with when sharks ceased
to increase the time invested in foraging. To do so would require coupling
estimates of daily energy expenditure with estimates of daily consumption rates
provided by continual measurements of intake or frequent measurements of body
condition combined with bioenergetics modelling.
In addition to meeting energy demands, animals have several daily
requirements, for instance, having a threshold for the amount of time needed for
rest (Zeppelin & Rechtschaffen 1974) and the need to shelter to avoid direct
predation (Lima & Dill 1990), or physiologically challenging environmental
conditions (Sunday et al. 2014). However, the trade-offs governing how animals
partition their time to meeting these requirements may change with temperature.
For example, deciding when and how long to forage is commonly influenced by a
trade-off between the risk of starving versus the risk of predation (Werner &
Anholt 1993). At low temperatures, when metabolic rates are low, animals will be
less willing to forage while faced by predation risk, whereas at high temperatures
there will be a relative increase in individuals’ willingness to forage despite this
risk, and as such increases the time spent foraging (Lima & Dill 1990; Abram et
al. 2017).
Time foraging, however, cannot increase boundlessly, as certain periods of
the day may be unusable, owing to physiological limits. As water temperature
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increased throughout the year, animals were likely faced with potentially
damaging temperatures that limited the duration and timing of foraging
behaviours, particularly in shallow foraging areas where temperatures can reach
above 34 °C (CSIRO 2018; Lear et al. 2020). While the upper critical temperature
for bull sharks has not yet been identified, temperatures near 34 °C have been
reported to be lethal in juveniles of other shallow water tropical elasmobranch
species (Bouyoucos et al. 2021). Furthermore, these temperatures are above the
optimum for locomotor performance and therefore the ability to capture prey may
be diminished when foraging in waters at or above this temperature (Grigaltchik
et al. 2012). Even if temperatures do not reach lethal levels, the energetic cost of
highly active behaviours at such high temperatures likely outweigh possible
energy gains, making foraging during the hottest periods of the day energetically
unjustifiable. For instance, nocturnal activity of animals in tropical and desert
environments are often associated with such physiologically imposed thermal
limits (Kronfeld-Schor & Dayan 2003; Murray & Smith 2012). Alternatively, but
not exclusively, as the amount of time invested in active behaviours such as
foraging increases, it is possible that animals may approach a limit imposed by
minimum daily resting requirements (Zeppelin & Rechtschaffen 1974). Therefore,
the asymptotic relationship observed here could be a product of thermally induced
shifts in the trade-offs mediating behavioural decisions, with risk associated
constraints at lower temperatures followed by critical physiological limits at higher
temperatures.
It is important to note that the unexpectedly low temperature of the point
of inflection displayed by sharks in this study may be a characteristic of
oligotrophic systems, where low prey densities may limit the consumption rates
of animals. However, the asymptotic temperature dependency of the time devoted
to foraging demonstrated here is likely caused by constraints imposed by
ecological mechanisms that are common to virtually all taxa. Of course, the exact
properties of this relationship will intrinsically vary across species, owing to
differences in the relative level of predation risk and physiological traits. For
example, the point of inflection likely occurs at relatively lower temperatures in
species that experience lower levels of predation because foraging at lower
temperatures may only be constrained by limits of digestive rates. In contrast,
the point of inflection likely occurs at higher temperatures for species with
relatively lower metabolic rates because they may more easily meet metabolic
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demands in shorter periods of foraging, and therefore may not be time constrained
until higher temperatures. This would explain why freshwater sawfish (Pristis
pristis) within this system, which have substantially lower standard metabolic
rates than bull sharks, were found to lose relatively lower percentages of body
mass over the dry season (Lear et al. 2020). In addition, foraging strategies and
whether or not environmental temperatures within foraging areas reach damaging
levels could further influence how time investments into foraging change in
response to elevated daily temperatures.
Our

unique

development of a hidden

Markov

model

allowed the

classification of long-term acoustic telemetry derived activity data, where periods
when sharks were in a high-activity state were interpreted as foraging periods. As
high-speed swimming also occurs during predator escape behaviour, not
accounting for such highly active behaviours could result in overestimation in the
occurrence of foraging. However, since we were interested in examining foraging
effort, rather than rate of prey consumption, observations were averaged over
hourly blocks of time. Therefore, short spikes in acceleration values from shortduration predator escape behaviours would have been unlikely to skew
estimations of foraging effort. However, an inherent problem remains with using
unsupervised classification algorithms such as HMMs, in that it can be difficult to
determine the behaviours associated with each identified state without validation
of data from direct observations (Leos-Barajas et al. 2016; Patterson et al. 2019).
Despite this, it is known that carcharhinid sharks regularly swim at higher swim
speeds, and thus increase associated acceleration values while foraging
(Papastamatiou et al. 2015; Roemer et al. 2016; Watanabe et al. 2019). In
addition, time spent in shallow environments was synonymous with increased time
in the high activity state. Although foraging may occasionally occur at depth,
sharks in this system likely forage over the shallow flats, where trapping prey
against the shoreline aids in their capture (personal observation). Therefore, we
are confident that the high activity state identified by our HMM represented
foraging associated behaviours, including searching and capturing of prey.
Comparative physiological research has provided a thorough understanding
of the critical limits to species’ function and performance, leading to major concern
about the survival of wild populations and ecosystem stability as changes in
environmental conditions approach these limits. For example, under current
climate projections, environmental temperatures are expected to increase above
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the physiological optimal temperatures of many tropical ectotherms by 2100,
leading to widespread extirpations (Tewksbury et al. 2008; Nguyen et al. 2011).
However, the results of this study indicated that ecological constraints on
behaviour limit the fitness and survival of free-ranging animals well before such
experimentally identified critical environmental limits are reached. Here, we
clearly demonstrate that predation risk and time constraints can impose powerful
limits on the foraging of an ectothermic predator, hindering their ability to meet
energy requirements well below identified critical temperatures. These results
highlight that behavioural plasticity is likely a fundamentally limiting aspect of
species capacity to cope with environmental change, especially in oligotrophic
systems and/or in species with a high energy demand. As such, advancing our
understanding of the constraints on the behavioural plasticity of free-ranging
animals is critical to comprehensively understanding how species respond to
environment change and for accurately predicting their survival and population
persistence under challenging environmental conditions.
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Chapter 6 Evaluating the constraints
governing activity patterns
of a coastal marine top
predator1
6.0 | Abstract
How animals partition activity throughout the day is influenced by processes that
affect supply and obtainability of resources. However, as resource supply and
usability are often entrained by the same diel pattern, it has been difficult to
disentangle their relative importance. Given the strong influence that tide has on
the distribution and accessibility of resources, intertidal systems present
opportunities to examine questions surrounding the drivers of activity patterns.
Here, we used multisensory biologgers to study the activity patterns of a coastal
marine predator, sicklefin lemon sharks (Negaprion acutidens), in a tidally driven
environment. Hidden Markov models were used to identify relatively high and low
locomotory activity states, which were used as proxies for behavioural–activity
states and to examine the factors underpinning variation in activity patterns.
Although tide governs the spatial distributions of this species and showed some
effect on sharks’ activity, diurnal light patterns were the predominant factor
influencing behavioural-activity patterns, with the probability of high activity
peaking overnight. Temperature and body size also had minor negative influences
on the probability of animals being in the high-activity state. Interestingly, sharks
were least likely to be in a high-activity state during high tide, a time of presumed
high resource supply, contradicting the common assumption that this species
forages during high tide. We suggest that despite the importance of the
accessibility of resources, functional constraints, such as sensory (e.g., visual) and
mechanical (e.g., swimming) performance ultimately underpin the activity
patterns of intertidal marine predators through their influence on foraging success.

Byrnes, E.E., Daly, R., Leos-Barajas, V., Langrock, R. & Gleiss, A.C. (2021). Evaluating the constraints governing
activity patterns of a coastal marine top predator. Marine Biology, 168, 1-15. doi: 10.1007/s00227-020-03803w
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6.1 | Introduction
Animals must make daily choices on how to partition their activity in space and
time. Generally, these decisions involve choosing suitable habitats and times to
forage and avoid predation and competition, to ultimately increase lifetime fitness
and reproductive output (Kronfeld-Schor & Dayan 2003; Hirzel & Le Lay 2008;
Heithaus et al. 2012b; Sabando et al. 2020). Through foraging, animals gain
energy that can be put towards growth and reproduction. However, foraging does
not come free of cost, finding and obtaining food use energy and can increase the
risk of predation through decreased vigilance and increased exposure (Lima & Dill
1990; Houston & McNamara 2014). How animals trade-off these energetic costs
and risks often resulting in the formation of activity patterns throughout the diel
period, which can directly impact their evolutionary fitness and govern interactions
between species (Kronfeld-Schor & Dayan 2003; Houston & McNamara 2014). As
such, understanding the biotic and abiotic factors that drive activity patterns of
animals is important, not only for answering fundamental ecological questions but
also to inform conservation and management (Berger-Tal et al. 2011; Bauer &
Klaassen 2013). This is particularly pertinent in predators, whose activity can have
strong influences on ecosystem dynamics through top–down controls and
behaviourally-mediated effects on prey species (Dill et al. 2003; Heithaus et al.
2012b).
Activity patterns of wild animals are often linked to spatial and temporal
processes that influence how successfully animals acquire resources (Lima & Dill
1990). Spatial processes, such as habitat structure, mean precipitation and
temperature, and other environmental factors impact the distribution and density
of resources. Given that resource acquisition rates can be fundamentally linked to
resource density (i.e., functional responses; Mysterud & Ims 1998), animals
should choose to forage, and as such elevate activity in more resource dense
habitats (McMahon & Matter 2006). On the other hand, temporal processes, such
as timing of daily photoperiods or the cyclicity of environmental temperatures, can
impact animals’ ability to obtain available resources through their effect

on

functional performance (e.g., visual sensory ability; Bosiger & McCormick 2014).
For example, terrestrial carnivores often demonstrate relatively high activity in
peripheral habitats, where preys are more abundant (Šálek et al. 2010; Loarie et
al. 2013), but also tend to occupy these habitats at night, when hunting success
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is highest due to decreases in the preys’ ability to detect and evade predators
(Funston et al. 2001; Hopcraft et al. 2005; Loarie et al. 2013). Similar
dependencies of animal activity patterns on resource supply and animals’
capability of using resources are documented across many terrestrial and aquatic
taxa (Ciechanowski et al. 2007; Blair 2009; Carter et al. 2015). Despite the clear
influence of both resource supply and usability, the predominant influence that
time of day has on both factors in many systems makes it difficult to disentangle
their relative importance in the formation of animal activity patterns.
Examining animal activity patterns in intertidal ecosystems presents a
unique opportunity to answer questions about the relative importance of different
drivers of animal activity patterns. Given the difference in the length of the tidal
cycle and daily light cycle, there is a periodic separation of times of highest
resource availability and times when animals’ functional capacity is highest. In
intertidal systems, spatial abundance and accessibility of resources are strongly
tied to the tidal height; as tide recedes, shallow habitats and associated resources
become more accessible to terrestrial species and less accessible to marine species
and vice versa during rising tides. Accordingly, the spatial distributions of many
coastal species, including crabs (Stillman & Barnwell 2004), snails (Garrity 1984),
birds (Puttick 1979; McConkey & Bell 2005), and fishes (Pihl et al. 2002), tend to
shift to include this additionally available habitat in a cyclic pattern that coincides
with tidal height. On the other hand, the functional capacity (e.g., muscular and
sensory function) and capability of animals to obtain the resources within these
temporarily available habitats are limited by thermal and light patterns, amongst
other factors, that are linked to time of day (Krebs & Inman 1992; Naef‐Daenzer
et al. 2000; Bosiger & McCormick 2014).
Examining

the

drivers

of

activity

patterns

has

been

relatively

straightforward in terrestrial and semi-aquatic species, such as birds (Puttick
1979; McConkey & Bell 2005) or crabs (Stillman & Barnwell 2004) where
continuous visual monitoring is possible. However, in fully aquatic species, limited
visibility of the aquatic environment often precludes continuous observations of
behaviour. These issues are further compounded when studying larger predators
that may travel large distances between habitats within a few hours. Therefore,
hypotheses about the activity rhythms and related intertidal habitat use of marine
predators have largely been based on presence–absence and horizontal
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movement data, both of which make inferring activity difficult. As such, there has
been large ambiguity in conclusions of the intertidal habitat use of larger marine
predators, leading to a multitude of proposed mechanisms, including foraging
(Guttridge et al. 2012; Filmalter et al. 2013), thermoregulation (Matern et al.
2000; Speed et al. 2012; Papastamatiou et al. 2015), and predator or conspecific
avoidance (Sims et al. 2001; Lea et al. 2020). However, the advent of animalborne

motion

quantification

sensitive
of

tags

the activity

(i.e.,

accelerometers)

patterns

of

facilitates

the

wide-ranging species,

direct

enabling

researchers to test hypotheses on the drivers of activity patterns of larger species.
While there has been a recent surge of studies using accelerometers to
quantify animal activity patterns, the rapid evolution of biologging technologies
has quickly outpaced biologists’ ability to interpret activity. Many studies have
interpreted activity patterns on a continuum from less to more active (e.g., Gleiss
et al. 2013; Chivers et al. 2015; Papastamatiou et al. 2015). However, describing
activity on a continuous scale lends poorly to any behavioural inference, as activity
data are a manifest of discrete behaviours (Shepard et al. 2008; Sakamoto et al.
2009). Given that different behaviours serve specific functions and impact animal
fitness in different manners (e.g., energy conservation through resting vs energy
acquisition through foraging), it is imperative that analytical approaches quantify
associated behaviours to elucidate the motivations and ecological impact of the
activity pattern in question. To do so, activity data can be manually matched to
behaviours through supervised learning techniques (Ladds et al. 2017; Brewster
et al. 2018), but when studying free-ranging animals, this can be difficult to
impossible. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) provide an unsupervised data-driven
approach for automatically identifying different activity states within remotely
collected animal acceleration data, which can be used as proxies of different
behaviours (Diosdado et al. 2015; Leos-Barajas et al. 2016). In addition, HMMs
are useful for examining the influence of interacting environmental factors on the
behavioural patterns of wild animals, as has been done in birds (Dean et al. 2013)
and fishes, including sharks (Papastamatiou et al. 2018; Patterson et al. 2018;
Adam et al. 2019).
Given that tide has a stark effect on the spatial distribution of intertidal and
coastal animals and resource supply, our work set out to test if tide has a
significant impact on the activity and behavioural rhythms of a top intertidal
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predator. We combined the use of multisensory biologgers and a hidden Markov
modelling approach to directly quantify the activity patterns of subadult sicklefin
lemon sharks (Negaprion acutidens) and examined the environmental and
biological factors underpinning the observed patterns. We predicted that activity
states of sharks would be strongly linked to tidal phases, particularly with higher
activity during high tide, when habitat accessibility is greatest. Additionally, it was
expected that this tidally associated pattern would be complemented by diel light
and thermal patterns, where activity peaked when high tides coincided with
afternoon crepuscular periods, when waters were warmest and light levels were
lower, indicating searching and foraging behaviours.

6.2 | Methods
6.2.1 | Study site and species
This study was conducted in St. Joseph atoll (05˚26′ 20"S; 53˚21′ 23"E), a
tropical atoll located in the Amirante Island Group, Republic of Seychelles, situated
1.10 km east of D’Arros Island (Fig. 6.1). Due to its physical characteristics, St.
Joseph atoll provides a unique environment for studying the influence of tide on
fish activity patterns. The atoll measures approximately 22 km2 and comprises an
uninterrupted platform of reef, sand, and seagrass flats that enclose a central,
shallow (3–9 m) lagoon of approximately 5 km2 (Fig. 6.1; Stoddart et al. 1979).
In addition, seven uninhabited islands sit atop the platform, of which the larger
ones are fringed with pemphis and mangroves, which may provide tidally
mediated refuge for prey or foraging opportunities for predators. During low tide,
the flats are largely exposed, with small areas still useable by smaller bodied
species, whereas at high tide, water depths on the platform reach a maximum
depth of approximately two meters, temporally isolating the inner lagoon and
surrounding flats (Fig. 6.1). Lastly, due to its proximity to the equator,
temperature and diel light patterns are relatively consistent throughout the year.
The atoll supports an undisturbed population of sicklefin lemon sharks
(Negaprion acutidens), which remain resident from birth through sub-adulthood
(Filmalter et al. 2013; Lea et al. 2016a). Sicklefin lemon sharks are a large-bodied
marine predator that inhabits shallow coastal waters of the tropical to subtropical
Indian and western Pacific oceans. Within St. Joseph atoll, subadult sicklefin lemon
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sharks are the predominant top predator, as the tidally mediated isolation of the
lagoon largely excludes other apex predators (e.g., tiger sharks Galeocerdo cuvier,
bull sharks Carcharhinus leucas, and great hammerhead sharks Sphyrna
mokarran). Previous tracking studies demonstrate that subadult sicklefin lemon
sharks use the tidal flats and shallow habitats more frequently during high tides
(Filmalter et al. 2013; Lea et al. 2016a, 2020). Coupled with observations of a
rich abundance of potential prey species (e.g., bonefish Albula spp., mojarras
Gerreidae spp., mullet Mugilidae spp., rays, and small reef sharks N. acutidens
and Carcharhinus melanopterus) that inhabit the flats throughout all tidal phases,
these shallow habitat movements have been purported to relate to foraging
activity (Filmalter et al. 2013; Lea et al. 2016a, 2020), however, given the
temporary isolation of the flats during lower tides, such habitat use may simply
be a product of limited accessibility for larger species, such as subadult lemon
sharks.

Figure 6.1 Map of St. Joseph atoll with high-resolution drone imagery of atoll
during a 0.10 m low tide (top) and 1.40 m high tide (bottom). Note the continuous
reef platform which restricts access by most large predators and the difference of
inundated habitat between low and high tides. Drone images courtesy and
Copyright© of Drone Adventures for the Save Our Seas Foundation.
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6.2.2 | Shark capture and tagging
Between 13 September 2016 and 16 August 2018, seven N. acutidens were
captured and fitted with CATS diary tags (Customized Animal Tracking Solutions,
Queensland, AUS). Sharks were captured using sight casting from a four-meter
motorized skiff at multiple locations throughout St. Joseph Atoll, using baited 15 m
handlines with a 16/o barbless, 0°-offset circle hook and wire leader. Once
hooked, sharks were immediately brought alongside the boat and restrained by
placing a rope around the caudal peduncle, which was secured to the stern. All
sharks were secured next to the boat within five minutes of hooking. The hook
was left in the sharks’ mouth and the wire leader was secured to the bow of the
boat whilst the shark remained submerged alongside the vessel. Once the shark
was secured next to the boat, the standard precaudal (PCL) and total body length
(TL), pectoral girth, and sex were recorded, and a CATS diary tag was mounted
to the first dorsal fin using either a monofilament or plastic cable tie strap, similar
to Whitmore et al. (2016). Briefly, the strap was made from two pieces of 200-lb
monofilament or 4.80 mm-wide cable tie, fastened through the eyebolts of a
galvanic timed release. One- or two-day galvanic timed releases were used
depending on projected tide times and weather conditions for the following days.
The strap was placed in a lateral groove on the CATS tag, threaded through two
holes punched through the dorsal fin, a therapeutic foam and plastic washer were
slipped over the end, and the strap was pulled tight and secured with either an
aluminium crimp or cable tie end. Any excess strap was clipped off and the shark
was released within 10 min of being secured next to the boat. Once the galvanic
timed releases corroded, the tag floated free from the shark and was retrieved
using a VHF antennae and receiver and the data were downloaded. Tags were
then recharged and redeployed, as per the same procedure above.
CATS tags consisted of a suite of biologging sensors, including triaxial
accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes, as well as temperature and
depth sensors, encased in a micro-bubble and polycarbonate housing and were
paired with an MM-110 VHF transmitter

(Advanced Telemetry Systems,

Minnesota, USA) for retrieval. Two different CATS diary tags were used that
differed in size and battery life. The first tag measured 14.50 × 4.00–7.75 × 2.50–
3.50 cm and weighed 250.31 g in air and the second measured 12.50 × 4.50–
8.00 × 2.25–3.25 cm and weighed 163.28 g in air. Tags represented between 7%
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and 23% of the frontal area of sharks (estimated from precaudal girth). Externally
attached tags with similar frontal area proportions have been shown to
significantly increase the energy expenditure of sharks (Lear et al. 2018).
However, tags were tapered from front to aft to decrease drag and due to short
deployment durations (1–2 days), the overall energy expenditure increases were
likely too low to cause alteration in behaviours, such as increased foraging
frequency. Moreover, the tags represented between 0.20 and 0.70% of sharks’
body mass (Table 1), based on individual masses estimated from length–weight
relationships of co-generic lemon sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) established by
Sundstrom and Gruber (1998), and examination of raw acceleration time series
did not show abnormally high levels of chafing (one to two instances per shark)
that would indicate discomfort or adverse behaviours. As such, tags were believed
not to adversely influence the behaviours of sharks. Tags were programmed to
continuously record all parameters between 10 and 20 Hz until retrieved or the
battery was exhausted. Maximum battery life was approximately 30 hrs for the
larger tag and 46 hrs for the smaller tag, regardless of sampling rate. Before tags
were redeployed on new sharks, data were downloaded and batteries were fully
recharged.
6.2.3 | Data analysis
Downloaded data were pre-processed in IGOR Pro (Version 7.08; Wavemetrics
Inc., Oregon, USA). N. acutidens were regularly observed swimming in shallow
waters with their dorsal fin out of the water; therefore, the depth of each
deployment was corrected accordingly by setting the minimum depth recorded
during each deployment to 0 m. Acceleration data consist of two components, the
static acceleration which results from the earth’s gravitational pull and the
dynamic acceleration which results from the change in velocity of the sensor,
representing the animals’ movement. The static and dynamic accelerations were
separated for each axis by smoothing using a box filter with a 3 s window (Shepard
et al. 2008). Dynamic acceleration was then converted to absolute values and
summed to give overall dynamic body acceleration (ODBA) (Wilson et al. 2006).
One-minute summaries of mean ODBA, mean temperature, and maximum depth
were then calculated for the entirety of each deployment. Time series of oneminute mean ODBA summaries from each deployment were visually examined to
determine when sharks recovered from capture and tagging. Sharks were
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considered recovered when ODBA values appeared to stabilize around the
individual overall mean ODBA. All data prior to recovery were excluded from
analysis.
ODBA was used as a measurement of activity as it incorporates all physical
body movement, including tailbeats, and therefore can be used to decipher
between periods of different activity states (Gleiss et al. 2011b). However, as time
series data, observations from high frequency biologgers are serially autocorrelated, rendering inferences from basic statistical models invalid. Hidden
Markov models (HMMs) are a class of stochastic time series models that allow
observed time series data (e.g., biologger data) to be decoded into the most likely
sequence of underlying, or “hidden” states (e.g., behaviours) that gave rise to the
observations. Within the ecological literature, HMMs are most widely known as
statistical tools for identifying movement modes (e.g., resident vs migrating) from
spatial movement data. However, they are much more widely applicable to
ecological time series data, and recent applications have applied HMMs for
identification of fine-scale behaviours (e.g., foraging and resting) from activity
data, specifically ODBA (Leos-Barajas et al. 2016). Based on inference of certain
behaviours associated with each state, time state sequences can be decomposed
to examine the dynamics of behavioural time budgets and compute the probability
of switching between or remaining in behavioural states as a function of various
biological covariates.
We were primarily interested in using HMMs to understand ecological
drivers of behaviours associated with different functions, such as routine
swimming or cruising versus active searching related to foraging activity. Models
considered by us had an unobservable (i.e., hidden) state process, specified by
two, three, or four states (i.e., proxies for behavioural–activity states). Two states
likely would represent relatively lower and higher activity states characteristic of
rest and cruising versus searching and foraging behaviours, respectively. In
species capable of stationary resting, such as lemon sharks, a third state may help
to separate relatively lower activities into cruising/travel (i.e., low activity) and
resting (i.e., no activity). Lastly, a fourth state would potentially help to separate
relatively

higher

activities

into

searching

(i.e.,

high

activity)

and

prey

pursuit/predation escape (i.e., bursts of extremely high activity). However, while
all these hidden states may exist, models may have difficulty separating them if
different states are represented by similar acceleration values (Ladds et al. 2017)
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or if there are a limited number of observations for certain states (Hounslow et al.
2019). Initially, circular heading variance (calculated from dead-reckoned pseudo
tracks; Wilson et al. 2007; Andrzejaczek et al. 2019) was also incorporated into
the state-dependent process of models to potentially help identify disparate
states, assuming that high variance indicated high rates of turning, characteristic
of foraging, and low variance indicated low rates of turning, characteristic of
cruising. However, heading variance was later excluded because poor separation
of emission distributions suggested that heading variance did not affect state
allocation.
ODBA observations were log transformed to reduce skewness and were
checked for serial autocorrelation using the ‘acf’ function in R (R Core Team 2019)
before incorporation into models. Log (ODBA) observations demonstrated high
serial correlation at a time lag of 1 and were assumed to be conditionally
independent given the states, using Gaussian state-dependent distributions. The
state process was assumed to be a first-order Markov process in that the
probability of being in the current state is determined by the previous state. The
probability of switching from one state to another was governed by a
nonhomogeneous transition probability matrix (t.p.m.), Γ, defined as:
(𝑡)

𝛾1,1
𝛤= ⋮
(𝑡)
𝛾𝑁,1

(𝑡)

… 𝛾1,𝑁
⋱
⋮
(𝑡)
… 𝛾𝑁,𝑁

(1)

(𝑡)

where 𝛾1,𝑁 is the probability of transitioning from state 1 to state N at time t. Using
row-wise multinomial logit links, the entries of the t.p.m. were calculated as a
function of a suite of covariates, as is routinely done in HMM-based analyses of
behavioural time series data (e.g., Patterson et al. 2009; Michelot et al. 2016;
Papastamatiou et al. 2018). After determining the appropriate number of
behavioural–activity states, covariates were included in the model via forward
selection. Potential covariates included time of day (min), tide on discrete (tidal
phase: ebb, low, food, high) and continuous (tidal height in m) scales, moon phase
(full, waning, new, waxing), mean water temperature (°C), total body length (cm),
maximum depth (m), sex, and an interaction between tidal height (m) and change
in tidal height (a proxy for water flow strength and direction; m min−1) (Fig. 6.2).
Time of day effects were accommodated using four trigonometric functions with a
24-hr period: sin(2πt/1440), cos(2πt/1440), sin(2πt/720), cos(2πt/720), with
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1440 and 720 reflecting the number of minutes in a day and a 12-hr cycle,
respectively, and corresponding sine and cosine terms denoting a diel cycle. Tidal
data were obtained using the Oregon State University Tidal Model Driver (Egbert
& Erofeeva 2002) and were separated into four and six phases for exploration of
tidal effect in the model. First, high or low tides were denoted as ± 1 hr from the
points where the derivative of the tidal height curve was equal to 0, and flood and
ebb tides were denoted as the corresponding 4 hrs between high and low. To
further distinguish tidal phases, flood and ebb tides were split equally into two
phases, flood-high and flood-low and ebb-high and ebb-low, respectively,
resulting in six approximately two-hour tidal phases. Temperature and total length
effects were explored using linear, quadratic, and cubic functions. Entries of the
t.p.m. were assumed to be common between all sharks. To account for differences
in log(ODBA) values between individuals that can arise due to slight differences in
tag placement or body size between sharks (Gleiss et al. 2011b; Qasem et al.
2012), the state-dependent distributions were allowed to vary between sharks. As
such, separate Gaussian state-dependent distribution parameters (i.e., mean and
variance) were estimated for each shark (Fig. A6.1).

Figure 6.2 Time series of processed biologger data and covariate from the
entire deployment from a single shark. Heading variance, log(ODBA), depth, and
temperature were calculated for every minute, whereas tidal height was
calculated every 10 min. White and grey shading represent day and night,
respectively, based on local sunrise and sunset times.
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HMMs were fit using numerical maximum likelihood estimation using the
nlm optimizer in R (R Core Team 2019). Covariates were incorporated into models
via stepwise addition, with all possible combinations of covariates tested at each
step of addition. However, tidal height, tidal phase, and moon phase were not
incorporated into the same model due to high autocorrelation. The inclusion of
covariates was assessed based on changes in AIC and maximum likelihood.
Decreases of AIC>4 were considered to support inclusion of covariates. To
increase confidence that the global maximum of the likelihood was found, 1000
numerical maximizations were run with randomized starting parameter values
before maximization. Final model selection was validated based on pseudoresiduals and visual fit of state-dependent distributions. The Viterbi algorithm was
applied to decode the optimal state sequence underlying each individual
log(ODBA)

time

series,

under

the

estimated

individual

state-dependent

distributions and transition probabilities between states (Zucchini et al. 2016). To
infer the effects of incorporated covariates, the marginal probabilities of states
were obtained from the stationary distributions at all observed covariate values
(Patterson et al. 2009).
6.3 | Results
6.3.1 | Deployments
The seven deployments resulted in 246 hrs of data. However, initial models
estimated that shark 4 (Table 6.1) spent a particularly large proportion of time in
the

high-activity

state

(94%),

which

was

considered

unreasonable

and

unrepresentative of natural behaviour. This may have been caused by several
reasons, including the shark demonstrating a particularly adverse response to
capture or extra noise in acceleration data introduced by the tag coming loose.
Shark 4 was, therefore, removed from analysis. All sharks met recovery criteria
within 6–34 min (mean: 16.6 min) after release, comparable to recovery times
reported for similarly sized lemon sharks by Bullock et al. (mean: 12 min; 2015),
who had short hook times, similar handling times, and used similar biologger
attachment methods. Once recovery periods were removed, the remaining six
deployments resulted in 227.18 hrs of data for analysis, ranging 16.30 – 55.20 hrs
(mean: 37.90 ± 15.60; Table 6.1) per deployment, with each deployment,
therefore, spanning at least one full tidal cycle. Additionally, the semi-diurnal tidal
cycle of St. Joseph atoll ensured that all but one shark experienced both a high
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and low tide during the day and night. Sharks ranged 156–224 cm, with two males
and four females. Temperature experienced by sharks ranged 27.60–38.10 °C.
Table 6.1 Datalogger deployment summary for each shark.
Release date
and time

Release
tide

Shark
ID

Sex

Temp
range (°C)

TL
(cm)

Hours of
data

State 1

State 2

13/09/16 13:59

High

1

M

27.62-37.34

160

51.23

0.36

0.64

21/09/16 09:05

Ebb

2

F

28.42-36.48

156

55.22

0.47

0.53

16/02/17 11:36

Ebb

3

M

33.97-38.06

215

16.30

0.56

0.44

27/02/17 09:33

Ebb

4

F

33.56-38.88

165

18.73

-

-

09/08/17 18:52

High

5

F

30.46-35.86

224

43.78

0.53

0.47

15/08/17 09:57

High

6

F

29.21-33.53

184

22.32

0.45

0.55

16/08/17 13:06

Ebb

7

F

31.16-35.35

198

38.33

0.50

0.50

Release tide indicates the tidal phase that the shark was captured and released
in. The ‘state 1′ and ‘state 2′ columns indicate the proportion of time each shark
spent in the low-activity and high-activity states, respectively. Proportion of time
in each state was calculated based on the Viterbi decoded state sequence. The
percentage of individual shark body mass (estimated from length–weight
relationships; Gruber 1984) and frontal area (estimated from pectoral girth
measurements) represented by the tag are presented. Note: shark 4 is italicized
to highlight that it was not included in analysis, and thus did not have state
proportions calculated.

6.3.2 | HMM
After fitting two-, three-, and four-state baseline models (i.e., no covariates), we
settled on using two states for our modelling process, as the two-state model was
the most reliable to interpret in a biologically meaningful way while still providing
a good fit (cf., Pohle et al. 2017 for a discussion of selecting the number of states).
The final selected model was a two-state HMM explained by four covariates: time
of day (excluding the 12-hr cycle functions), tidal phase (four states: high, ebb,
low, food), temperature, and total length. Selection criteria also suggested
inclusion of sex. However, sex was excluded because the limited number of males
in this study allowed a single shark (shark 1; Table 6.1) to largely drive the
difference between males and females. All the other covariates did not improve
model fit and were thus excluded. The two hidden states were interpreted as
different behavioural–activity states. The first state implied a lower mean and
standard deviation for log(ODBA), dubbed the “low-activity state”, and the second
state implied a higher distribution mean and standard deviation, dubbed the “highactivity state” (Fig. A6.1), which others have inferred to represent resting/slow
swimming and foraging/searching behaviours, respectively (Papastamatiou et al.
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2018). Although sicklefin lemon sharks are capable of stationary rest, visual
inspection of raw data confirmed that this behaviour was not observed in this
study,

so

the

low-activity

state

was

likely

representative

of

slow-

swimming/cruising. It is important to note, however, that there are no model
checks for the state decoding, so we cannot be certain of the exact behavioural
function of each state but rather interpret behaviours associated with activity each
state based on state distribution parameters (i.e., mean and standard deviation
of log(ODBA) in each state). The relationship between state probabilities and time
of day was best represented by a 24-hr sinusoidal curve, whereas, the
relationships with temperature and total length, albeit based on only six data
points, were best represented by a (logit) linear relationship.
6.3.3 | Behavioural time-budget
Overall, sharks spent roughly equal amounts of time in each activity state, with
slightly more (53.4%) time in the high-activity state. Individually, however, there
was wide variation in how sharks allocated time between activity states. Five
sharks followed the overall trend, spending roughly half the time in each state,
whereas, one shark (shark 1) spent nearly two-thirds of the time in the highactivity state (Fig. A6.2). Sharks 3, 5, and 7 spent more time in the low-activity
state, ranging 50.4–55.7% of time, whereas sharks 1, 2, and 6 spent less time
overall in this state, ranging 35.5–47.0% of the time (Fig. A6.2).
6.3.4 | Covariate influence
Time of day and tidal phase both had strong influences on the stationary
probabilities of activity states; however, the effect of time of day was more than
twice as strong. Sharks demonstrated a nocturnal activity pattern, with the
probability of being in the high-activity state increasing from early afternoon until
approximately 01:00, followed by a decrease through the morning hours to a low
at midday around 13:00 (Fig. 6.3). Overall, the probability of sharks being in the
high-activity states varied by 34.8 percentage points over the diel cycle (Fig. 6.3).
Probability of sharks being in the high-activity state in relation to tide was
lowest during high tide (Fig. 6.3). Probabilities of the high-activity state were
similar between all other tidal phases but were highest during ebbing tides,
followed by low tide and flooding tides (Fig. 6.3). Overall, sharks were 15.18
percentage points less likely to be in the high-activity state during high tide than
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during ebbing tide (Fig. 6.3). Calculation of the proportion of time spent in each
activity state for each tidal phase further confirmed this tidal activity pattern.
Pooling all sharks together, the time spent in the high-activity state was 46.20%
during high tide, 54.30% during flooding tide, 55.00% during low tide, and
55.00% during ebbing tide.
In addition, total length and water temperature had a slight negative
influence on the probability of sharks being in the high-activity state (Fig. 6.4).

Figure 6.3 Estimated marginal probability of the high-activity state (i.e., state 2)
as a function of time of day (hour) and tidal phase (high, ebb, low, food) from all
sharks pooled together. The horizontal dotted line represents the point of equal
probability of being in either activity state. The red line (grey in monochrome)
indicates mean temperature experienced by all sharks throughout the diel period.

Figure 6.4 Estimated marginal probability of the low-activity state (blue line;
black in monochrome) and the high-activity state (red line; grey in monochrome)
as a function of temperature (A) and total body length (B) for all sharks pooled.
95% confidence intervals are shown with dotted lines in their corresponding
colours.
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6.4 | Discussion
Classic optimal foraging theory suggests that animals should focus foraging efforts
on times and areas when resources are most abundant and accessible, as
increased abundance should increase resource encounter rates and, therefore,
increase resource acquisition (Pulliam 1974; Stephens & Krebs 1986). As such,
behavioural patterns of animals would be expected to reflect environmental
processes that dictate access to spatially heterogeneous resources, such as tide.
Accordingly, observations that many intertidal marine predators, including
subadult sicklefin lemon sharks, have increased presence in the intertidal at high
tide, have led to the expectation that their foraging patterns follow tidally driven
resource accessibility (Carlisle & Starr 2009; Filmalter et al. 2013; Lea et al.
2016a; Martins et al. 2020). These expectations were not supported by our
results, which demonstrated that even though activity patterns of sicklefin lemon
sharks were linked to tidal phases, the observed patterns were opposite of that
which would be expected if activity were driven primarily by resource accessibility.
Notably, the probability of sharks being in the high-activity behavioural state was
lowest during high tide. In comparison, probability of the high-activity state was
similarly high during all other tidal phases, indicating this species forage more
than expected at low tide when resource accessibility is expected to be limited by
low water levels in intertidal areas. Additionally, diurnal light patterns had the
strongest influence on behavioural patterns, more than twice as strong as tidal
patterns, indicating that factors other than accessibility are the primary drivers of
behaviours. If predation success is not proportional to encounter rates, then
environmental conditions that enhance predators’ functional traits could allow
successful foraging despite low encounter rates. In avian and mammalian
predators, prey vulnerability has been shown to dictate decisions of whether to
attack, regardless of prey density and availability (Kunkel et al. 2004; Quinn &
Cresswell 2004; Cresswell et al. 2010). If the same applies to marine intertidal
predators, we would expect factors related to functional traits (e.g., physiological
and morphological) of both prey and predators to be more prevalent, a pattern in
which our data appear to support.
Animals are generally thought to match their behavioural patterns with the
diel light cycle in ways that optimize species-specific traits to give them functional
advantages. Many carnivores have morphological features that enhance nocturnal
vision, giving them a visual advantage over prey species in low-light conditions.
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This holds for sharks, which possess a layer of retroreflective tissue behind the
retina (tapetum lucidum) that enhances vision under low-light conditions (Ollivier
et al. 2004). In many terrestrial carnivores, as well as a few elasmobranch species,
activity and movement increase with moon illumination, presumably because
predators can more easily locate prey during brighter nights (Weng et al. 2007;
Cozzi et al. 2012; Penteriani et al. 2013; Vianna et al. 2013). In addition,
elasmobranchs

possess

electroreceptive

(ampullae

of

lorenzini)

and

mechanosensory (lateral line) cells that provide the ability to detect and locate
prey, even when visibility is limited (Kim 2007; Gardiner & Atema 2014). As such,
the elevated nocturnal activity of sicklefin lemon sharks observed in this study,
and the widely noted increase in activity during dark periods across elasmobranch
species (55% of studies; Hammerschlag et al. 2017), is likely attributed to
functional traits that afford increased foraging success during dark periods.
Alternatively, peaks in nocturnal and crepuscular activity may also be a product
of predators taking advantage of predictable concentrations of prey (Gleiss et al.
2013; Elliott & Gaston 2015). Subadult sicklefin lemon shark diets consist
primarily of larger teleost fishes and small elasmobranchs (White et al. 2004).
Teleost fishes and small elasmobranchs that refuge in mangroves and coral during
the day, often depart refuges at night and migrate to seagrass beds to forage,
resulting in a temporary increases abundance and accessibility of prey (Rooker &
Dennis 1991; Luo et al. 2009). Similarly, small sharks, rays, and teleost fishes
use fringing vegetation for refuge within the St. Joseph atoll system. However,
small sharks, rays, and teleost fishes were regularly observed using seagrass flats
at low tide during the day within this study system (personal observation),
indicating that use of seagrass flats by potential prey species is likely driven by
tidally mediated, rather than diel patterns of predation risk. Therefore, it is
improbable that nocturnal concentrations of prey substantially influenced the
observed activity patterns of sharks here.
Over diel time frames, land and aquascapes heat and cool in a predictable
way, causing different species to have physiological advantages during different
periods of the day. Biological rates (e.g., metabolic rate, digestion) and physical
performance change with temperature following a thermal performance curve,
where performance increases gradually until an optimum temperature, Topt, after
which performance decreases sharply (Huey & Kingsolver 1989; Angilletta Jr et
al. 2002). Typically, activity of free-ranging animals increases with temperature,
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representing the left side of the right-skewed bell-shaped thermal performance
curve, as wild animals avoid adverse temperatures through thermoregulation
(Baldwin 1974; Angilletta 2009; Sunday et al. 2014). However, in this study, a
negative relationship between foraging probability and temperature was observed,
as would be expected of animals above their Topt. While the thermal physiology of
sicklefin lemon sharks is virtually unstudied, the closely related lemon shark
(Negaprion brevirostris) displays a Topt for locomotor activity of 32.30 °C (Lear et
al. 2019b). Sharks in this study were subjected to temperatures greater than
32.30 °C (up to 38.10 °C) for 51.90% of the time, likely driving the negative
behavioural–temperature relationship observed. Notably, while performance and
activity decrease above this temperature, energy requirements continue to
increase exponentially in ectotherms (Clarke 2004). Assuming all else remains the
same, sicklefin lemon sharks would, thus, have to expand their temporal foraging
niches into less opportune tidal periods, perhaps explaining the relatively large
amount of time spent in the high-activity state (~50%), as well as the high
probability of the high-activity behavioural state during low tides. However, given
that all but one tag deployment in this study were within a single season, we had
limited activity data for temperatures well below the assumed Topt, which also
resulted in collinearity between time of day and temperature that may have
influenced the relationship between temperature and activity state. Monitoring the
activity of species in similar shallow and hot environments across all seasons or
multiple latitudes would be useful to explore how activity and behaviours change
across a species’ entire thermal range.
The exceptionally high temperatures experienced by animals may also help
to further explain the nocturnal behavioural patterns observed in this study, with
activity increasing until early morning and remaining high until sunrise.
Papastamatiou et al. (2015) have suggested that sharks forage during periods of
environmental cooling because their high body thermal inertia results in their body
remaining relatively warmer than prey, affording mechanical advantages.
Following the previous assumption that sicklefin lemon sharks have an optimum
temperature around 32.30 °C, sharks within St. Joseph atoll were subjected to
adversely high temperatures from about 11:00–21:30 (Fig. 6.3). Further, we
might expect that all species adapted to this same environment have similar
thermal optima (Glanville & Seebacher 2006; Bozinovic et al. 2013), causing all
species to have equally adverse body temperatures at dusk. However, the lower
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body thermal inertia coefficient of smaller animals would facilitate more rapid
cooling in prey than in larger bodied sharks (Kleiber 1973; Nakamura et al. 2020),
affording prey a thermal advantage early in the night. As such, sharks would not
cool to temperatures at which functional performance is greatest until later in the
night or early morning. Future studies using implanted tags instead of externally
mounted tags would be useful to confirm if peaks in activity and foraging coincide
with optimal body temperatures.
In addition to temperature, body size also plays a role in physiological rates
(e.g., metabolism) in animals; equally we found an influence of body size. The
trend of decreased probability of sharks spending time in the high-activity state
with increased body length can be explained by laws of metabolic allometry. It is
well established that the mass-specific metabolic requirements of animals
decrease with increased body size. Across all taxa, metabolic rate scales positively
with body size at a non-proportional rate typically between 2/3 and 1 (West et al.
1997; White & Seymour 2003; Glazier 2005), with an elasmobranch specific rate
of 0.86 (Sims 2000). Similarly, cost of transport also scales positively at rates less
than 1.00. Increased stroke amplitudes and decreased surface area-to-volume
ratios reduce overall body drag coefficients, which decreases mass-specific cost of
transport, allowing animals to travel further with relatively less energy
expenditure as they grow (Strang & Steudel 1990; Alexander 2005; Sato et al.
2009). Ultimately, while activity–body size relationships have not been established
for animals, the increases in transport and metabolic efficiency would theoretically
allow for the decreased time spent in the high-activity behavioural state observed
as a function of increased body size.
We acknowledge that processes affecting habitat and resource accessibility
still have some influence on resource use of animals. Simply, if resources are
completely inaccessible, they cannot be consumed, therefore negating the
relevance of any physiological or mechanical advantages. However, processes
affecting resource accessibility did not appear to be a primary factor driving the
activity and behavioural patterns of sicklefin lemon sharks. Low sample size and
relatively short deployments resulted in our data failing to capture all potential
combinations of tidal phases and times of the day (Fig. A6.3), which may have
contributed to higher probabilities of high activity during lower tidal phases.
However, even during periods when all tidal phases were sampled (e.g., 08:00–
16:00), activity state showed little dependence on tide. As such, greater variability
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of sampled conditions would likely only decrease the discrepancy in probability of
high activity between tidal phases, further increasing support for the argument
that factors associated with functional constraints were the prominent driver of
activity patterns. This may be attributed to the fact that sicklefin lemon sharks
generally feed on prey that have a high capacity for movement with tidal fluxes
(e.g., teleost fishes, small elasmobranchs). This ability to move with the tide could
allow prey to use tidally accessible refuge habitats like fringing vegetation, and as
such habitat structure and complexity may play an important role in large
intertidal predators’ foraging success (Heithaus et al. 2009; Anderson & Semlitsch
2016). In contrast, spatial and resource accessibility may be more important to
smaller predatory (e.g., rays and other benthic foragers) or herbivorous species,
that feed on more sedentary resources. This difference is highlighted by the large
role that tidal patterns have on wading bird and intertidal invertebrate activity
patterns (Puttick 1979; McConkey & Bell 2005). Direct quantification of activity in
intertidal predators across different trophic levels would help to elucidate how the
importance of functional limitations interacts with habitat structure across
different trophic levels.
6.5 | Future Directions
We provide novel insight into the mechanisms underpinning the behaviours and
ecological function of a coastal marine predator, which were previously
unattainable due to difficulties with remotely measuring activity of animals and
limitations of analytical approaches. The application of HMMs to accelerometer
data indicated that foraging decisions of sicklefin lemon sharks, an intertidal top
predator, were largely determined by factors influencing catchability of prey rather
than supply. These findings, albeit preliminary due to a relatively small sample
size, challenge the assumption that tide has a strong effect on coastal predator’s
foraging patterns. However, several caveats to this technique should be addressed
to improve future applications. Importantly, HMMs are useful to identify discrete
states as proxies for behaviours, however, without visual observations, we cannot
be certain of the exact behavioural function of states. For instance, although we
assumed the high-activity state here represents a range of foraging associated
behaviours, including prey pursuit and capture and searching behaviours,
additional behaviours may also occur within this state. Other non-territorial fishes
have been reported to spend similarly high proportions of time (~ 43%) in highly
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active swimming states, however, these same fish only spent 2% of the time
foraging (Puckett & Dill 1985). As such, to prevent overestimating the occurrence
of specific behaviours, it is important to consider the potential range of behaviours
encapsulated

by

a

single

activity

state.

Ground-truthing

of

behavioural

interpretations with visual or video observations (Papastamatiou et al. 2018) or
comparison with established supervised machine learning classifiers (Brewster et
al. 2018) would be useful to validate accuracy of HMMs in capturing specific
behaviours of interest. As biologger sensor and battery sizes continue to decrease,
inclusion of additional sensor data (e.g., gyroscope, gut pH) into the statedependent process of models may also help decipher additional and more complex
states (e.g., prey pursuit and capture). Lastly, as developments increase the
accuracy and ability of HMMs for identifying animal behaviours, combining
decoded time state sequences with spatial movement data provided from
biotelemetry devices will allow identification of critical habitats, information
invaluable for informing conservation and management of coastal habitats. For
example, identifying the locations and habitat types associated with foraging and
resting behaviours would enable managers to focus spatial zoning plans on
increasing fish biomass in foraging areas and decreasing anthropogenic activity
(e.g., boat traffic) in resting areas.
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Chapter 7 General Discussion
.

In general, our understanding of the metabolic physiology of animals and its
control over their behaviours has been established from controlled laboratory
experiments. However, advances in tagging technologies have recently enabled
researchers to estimate the metabolic rate of animals at ecologically relevant
scales in the wild, opening opportunities to examine how variation in metabolism
dictates behaviours of animals under natural conditions. In this thesis, I
investigated how energetic demands influence the behavioural plasticity of freeranging animals and how it impacts their capacity to appropriately adapt to
changing environmental conditions.
Estimating the energy demands of animals in the wild is challenging,
particularly for large bodied animals (Nagy 2005; Halsey 2011). Therefore, I first
advanced and refined the methods used for estimating the metabolic rates of freeranging elasmobranchs from tag derived body acceleration data, to include the
effects of body size (Chapters 2-3). Of course, these advances were not
exhaustive, and future experiments should seek to resolve and include interactive
effects of temperature and body size, as well as the effects of other environmental
(e.g., salinity) and biotic factors (specific dynamic action, reproductive costs). I
then applied these techniques, along with conventional telemetry and biologging
tracking tools and innovative classification modelling approaches to provide a
comprehensive understanding of how energetic mechanisms dictate the routine
behaviours of elasmobranchs (Chapters 4-6). The results of these studies
highlighted the complexities of ecological basic requirements that govern the daily
behaviours and strategies for balancing energy budgets of animals in the wild.
Specifically, despite theory suggesting that energy demand should be the
predominant driver of animal behaviours (Brown et al. 2004), other ecological
mechanisms were often found to compete with, and sometimes even overshadow
(e.g., Chapters 4 and 6) the impact of energy demand. Without undermining the
importance of energy demands to overall behaviour budgets, I argue that energy
demands set minimum frequencies of behaviours, whereas, ecological constraints
on survival and energy efficiency largely govern the timing that behaviours occur
in the wild.
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7.1 | Ecological constraints on behaviour
Energy is commonly referred to as the fire of life. The desire to gain energy to
survive and improve fitness and the rate at which energy is processed is widely
believed to be the ultimate driving force behind how animals shape their daily
behavioural routines (Brown et al. 2004). However, a consistent finding
throughout this thesis was that behaviours of free-ranging animals are more
highly constrained than if behaviours were principally driven by energy
requirements. As such, although not meeting daily energy demands decreases
fitness and increases the risk of death through starvation, it appears that animals
balanced multiple basic requirements and accordingly shaped their behaviours
based on which threats (e.g., starvation, predation, injury) place the largest and
most immediate threat to survival.
One of the most widely recognized factors influencing behaviours of wild
animals, both directly and indirectly, is the risk of predation (Lima & Dill 1990; Dill
et al. 2003; Minderman et al. 2006; Heithaus et al. 2012a). Similarly, our results
repeatedly indicated that predation placed overwhelming constraints on the
behaviours of juvenile sharks. For instance, despite intense resource competition
that contributes to high mortality rates of juvenile lemon sharks in Bimini,
Bahamas (Dibattista et al. 2007), lemon sharks forewent home range expansions
likely in favour of minimizing predation risk (Chapter 4). As such, it appeared that
animals tended to favour reduction of predation risk over reduction of starvation
risk. This is likely owing to the higher risk of mortality per unit time imposed by
predation than imposed by starvation (Dawkins & Krebs 1979). However, changes
in metabolic demand with temperature appeared to alter the dynamics of this
trade-off in bull sharks, likely owing to the risk of starvation becoming equal to or
surpassing the risk of mortality by predation (Chapter 5). Nonetheless, predation
clearly placed strong constraints on the behaviour of sharks, where sharks
preferred to limit the timing and frequency of foraging related movements and
activity, and thus potential exposure to predators.
Within the constraints set by predation, animals were further limited in
times available for foraging, principally by factors that influenced how efficiently
animals were able to meet energy demands, i.e. energy gained per energy
expended. Generally, animals should aim forage during periods when they have
the highest capture success so that energy gain, and thus, fitness are maximized
(Pulliam 1974; Stephens & Krebs 1986). Accordingly, sharks demonstrated clear
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preferences for foraging during low light periods (Chapter 5 and 6), when their
electro- and pressure-sensory systems and retroreflective eye tissues likely
afforded functional advantages over their prey (Gruber 1977; Kramer 1996;
Hammerschlag et al. 2017). As metabolic demands increased with temperature,
the optimal foraging periods no longer appear to provide sufficient time for
meeting metabolic demands, as sharks were observed to extend foraging outside
of low light periods at higher temperatures (Chapter 5). Given that foraging is
likely less energy efficient outside of optimal periods, it would be expected that
overall energy gain diminishes as a function of the proportion of time spent
foraging during nonoptimal periods. Therefore, animals were likely limited in how
far they could extend foraging outside of optimal periods before foraging
behaviour became more energy costly than beneficial, causing net energy losses,
and therefore decreases in body condition and increased risk of starvation.
Finally, temperature had a clear compounding deleterious impact on the
ability of sharks to sufficiently increase foraging effort to meet changing metabolic
demands. Increased temperatures caused daily energy demands to increase,
while simultaneously decreasing the amount of time available within a day to meet
these demands (Chapter 5). However, as foraging efficiency is likely lower during
daylight hours (Funston et al. 2001; Stafstrom & Hebets 2016), expansion of
foraging throughout the day would likely have limited profitability regardless of
temperature effects. Nonetheless, these powerful temporal constraints on foraging
behaviour of animals in the wild raises serious concern for the ability of animals
to adjust to variation in environmental conditions.
7.2 | Implications for changing environments
Climate change is one of the primary threats to the future persistence of animal
populations, especially for ectothermic species whose physiological processes are
tightly linked with environmental temperatures (Paaijmans et al. 2013; Radchuk
et al. 2019). As temperature increases, metabolic demands of ectotherms are
expected to exponentially increase. Consequently, starvation rates will increase in
ectothermic species, leading to decreased population sizes and possible
extirpations, unless animals can sufficiently increase energy intake through
increases in the amount of time foraging or increases in the rate of energy gain.
However, our results suggested that severe constraints exist on the ability of
sharks to increase their energy intake with temperature increases at the same
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rate as metabolism (Chapters 5 & 6). These constraints may be particularly strong
on smaller species and juveniles, as large body size can partially mitigate
constraints imposed by predation (Preisser & Orrock, 2012). Additionally, species
that inhabit more thermally stable habitats, such as pelagic species, may
experience less temperature constraints. Wide intraspecific variation in standard
metabolic rates may help to curtail the effects of increased temperatures, as it
may facilitate rapid evolution of lower SMR (Norin & Metcalfe 2019). However,
given the current rate of global temperature increases, it is unclear whether the
evolutionary rate of SMR will be sufficient to ensure species persistence.
When

physiological

limitations

prevent

individuals

from

adequately

adjusting to environmental changes, the only method of coping with adverse
conditions is to avoid them by migrating or permanently shifting distributions.
Range shifts have been documented in many marine teleost fishes over the last
couple decades (Perry et al. 2005; Last et al. 2011), indicating that elasmobranchs
may undergo range shifts as a response to climate change. However, our results
indicated that ecological factors, namely predation risk, will severely constrain
species ability to expand their spatial habitat use (Chapter 4). These constraints
will be particularly strong for populations in fragmented habitats, such as
archipelagos, where relocation requires traversing large areas of exposed habitats.
As such, species that inhabit continental coastal habitats may be more successful
at adjusting to increased environmental temperatures, as the continuity of
habitats could facilitate more gradual range shifts. However, a lot of previously
unfragmented continental habitats are becoming increasingly fragmented due to
coastal development, effectively turning continental habitats into “islands” of
biodiversity (Montefalcone et al. 2010; Ding et al. 2020). The constraints on
animal behaviour identified in this thesis are likely to only tighten in the future, as
anthropogenic development and temperature increases, indicating a potentially
grim future for persistence of wild elasmobranch and other ectothermic predator
populations. However, I do acknowledge that ecological constraints on behavioural
plasticity of wild animals remains poorly studied, and substantial field studies are
necessary to fully comprehend the capacity of species to behaviourally adjust to
changes in environmental conditions over acute (i.e., hourly, daily) to broad (i.e.,
annual, decadal) time scales.
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7.3 | Concluding remarks
My thesis has demonstrated the utility of biologger and biotelemetry tags
for examining the behavioural mechanisms of animals in the wild. Using an
ecophysiology approach, I demonstrated that in addition to the ultimate limits
imposed by energy demands, various environmental and biological factors can
constrain the behavioural plasticity of animals in the wild. I argue that these
constraints limit the ability of free-ranging animals to adjust to changing
environments substantially more than suggested in traditional foraging and
energetic theories (e.g., home range scaling theory, McNab 1963; optimal
foraging theory, Charnov 1976; metabolic theory of ecology, Brown et al. 2004).
Through my methods and results, I provide a framework for future studies to
continue to explore the fundamental mechanisms driving the behaviours of freeranging ectotherms. Despite these advances, a few limitations could be addressed
to improve future investigations of the relationship between energetics and
behaviours. Namely, accurately estimating the energy budgets of free-ranging
animals remains inherently difficult without the ability to confirm foraging
behaviours or measuring energy intake. Incorporation of accurate energy intake
into energy budgets will foster more thorough tests of the assumptions, and in
turn the applicability of energetic theories to free-animals. In addition, current
calibrations for estimating energy expenditure of free-ranging animals could be
improved by accounting for costs of specific dynamic action and anaerobic
metabolism (Gleiss et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2020). The expanding use and
advancement of biologging and biotelemetry tags provides exciting opportunities
for studying the physiology of animals in the wild, and their continued
advancement will undoubtedly help to advance the ability to measure energetics
of free-ranging animals.
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Appendix 3
The following supplement accompanies Chapter 3:
Accounting for mass effects in the estimation of field metabolic rates
from body acceleration
Contents
Figure A3.1: Individual mass class regression fits
Figure A3.2: Heat map of varied activity and body mass simulation results
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Figure A3.1 Linear fits of the ṀO2whole-VeDBA relationship for each mass class,
predicted by the best-fit linear mixed effects model. The mass and equation for
each mass class are shown above the respective plot. Horizontal dotted lines
represent the point of zero activity (y-axis).

1

Figure A3.2 Results of simulation conducted to show how estimation error of different whole animal respiration rate (ṀO2whole)
modelling techniques changes across a range of activity levels and all available mass classes. A day in the life of 100 sharks
for all available mass classes (1.80 – 17.15 kg) was repeatedly simulated, where the proportion of time spent active was
varied. ṀO2whole , root-mean squared error (RMS), and coefficient of variation (COV) were calculated over the full range of
activity for each body mass using the isometric response-corrected (A-C), allometric response-corrected (D-F), interceptcorrected (G-I), and coefficient-corrected (J-K) modelling approaches. Resultant values ṀO2whole , RMS, COV are colour-coded
with low to high values represented by a light to dark gradient, respectively.
2

Appendix 4
The following supplement accompanies Chapter 4:
Predation and competition moderates home range allometry: evidence
from a nursery bound elasmobranch
Contents
Table A4.1: Random forest variable table
Figure A4.1: Histogram segregation plots
Figure A4.2: Home ranges of all sharks
Figure A4.3: Regression between body mass and temperature
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Table A4.1 Variables used for random forest regression models to predict
unknown water temperature for each receiver location.
Variable
type
Target
Input

Variable

Unit

Water temperature
Day of the year
Hour of the day
Air temperature
Wind direction
Precipitation
Cloud cover
Barometric pressure
Sun angle

Tide phase

Sea surface
Temperature
Lunar illumination

°C

°C
° (0-360)
mm
%
bar
° (from
horizon)
High, Low,
Rising High,
Rising Low,
Falling High,
Falling Low
°C
%

Source†
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

4

5
6

Data sources: 1) in-situ temperature loggers; 2) www.worldweatheronline.com;
3) oce package in R; 4) www.tide.mobilegeographics.com; 5)
www.seatemperature.info; 6) lunar package in R.
†

4

Figure A4.1 Histograms of VeDBA for each shark used in analysis. Red dotted
vertical line indicates the value used to separate active from inactive VeDBA values
for each shark, with values to the left of the line labelled as inactive and values to
the right of the line labelled as active.

5

Figure A4.2 Home ranges of all sharks used in the study. Total body length (TL) is indicated for each individual in the top
right of each plot.

6

Figure A4.3 Mean daily temperature experienced by sharks plotted as a function
of mass.
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Appendix 6
The following supplement accompanies Chapter 6:
Evaluating the constraints governing activity patterns of a coastal
marine top predator
Contents
Figure A6.1: State distributions from final model
Figure A6.2: State-decoded time series of acceleration observations
Figure A6.3: Heatmap of probability of high activity state in relation to tide and
time of day

8

Figure A6.1 State-dependent distributions of log(ODBA) for each shark. For each
shark, the blue-solid (black in monochrome) line represents the low-activity state
(i.e. state 1), the red-solid (grey in monochrome) line represents the high-activity
state (i.e., state 2), and the dotted black line represents the joint density
distribution.

9

Figure A6.2 All observations of 1-min mean log(ODBA) for each shark mapped
out over time and decoded based on the Viterbi output. Blue (black in
monochrome) points represent an observation decoded into the low-activity state
(i.e., state 1), and red (grey in monochrome) points represent observations
decoded into high-activity state (i.e., state 2). The time of each observation
indicates minutes since the beginning of the deployment and position within the
time series. Horizontal dotted lines represent the state-dependent distribution
means for each state; the lower and upper lines corresponding to the low-activity
and high-activity state, respectively. Vertical dotted lines indicate midnight during
each time series.
10

Figure A6.3 Preliminary model results showing combined effect of time of day
and tidal height on the probability of sharks being in the high activity state. Grid
cells are coloured according to the probability of sharks being the high activity
state with cooler colours representing lower probabilities. Combinations of tide
height and time of day where no data was available appear in grey.
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